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ABSTRACT 
An energy theory is formulated for the rotational 
energy levels in a p-complex Rydberg state of an asymmetric 
top molecule of symmetry C2v. The effective Hamiltonian used 
consists of the usual rigid rotor Hamiltonian augmented with 
terms representing electronic spin and orbital angular 
momentum effects. Criteria for assigning symmetry species 
to the rotational energy levels, following Houganfs scheme 
that uses the full molecular group,are established and given 
in the form of a table. This is particularly suitable when 
eigenvectors are calculated on a digital computer. Also, 
an intensity theory for transitions to the Rydberg p-complex 
singlet states is presented and selection rules in terms of 
symmetry species of energy states are established. Finally, 
applications to HpO and DpO are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A molecule has a unique structure depending on the 
atomic masses, electronic distribution, electronic and 
nuclear spin, inter-particle forces and distances involved. 
When exposed to an electromagnetic radiation, transitions 
take place selectively between the energy levels depen-
ding upon the frequency of radiation and the selection 
rules as established by the molecular symmetry and wave 
function properties. The transitions, characterized by a 
change in quantum states and identified by the quantum 
numbers of the interacting energy levels, can be one of 
the following types. 
(1) PURE ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS 
In this case the transitions occur between two dif-
ferent rotational states of energy in the same electronic 
and vibrational energy levels. The rotational energies 
are generally more closely spaced than the vibrational 
levels and, therefore, the corresponding transitions in 
rotational levels are of relatively low energy and fall in 
the microwave region. 
(2) ROTATION-VIBRATION TRANSITIONS 
These transitions occur in the infra-red region and 
the transitions take place between vibrational levels 
accompanied by a change in rotational states. 
(3) ROVIBRONIC TRANSITIONS 
Here, transitions occur from one electronic energy 
11 
level to another with a simultaneous change in the vibra-
tional states. Thus the spectrum shows the electronic 
transitions together with the vibrational and rotational 
bands. The spectrum lies in the visible and ultraviolet 
regions. 
We are concerned with the rotational energies 
and dipoie transitions to almost degenerate electronic 
states(say, the p-orbitals) wherein the rotation-electronic 
matrix elements connecting different rotation-electronic 
states become significant; the vibrational state,assumed 
to be the same for all of the almost degenerate electronic 
states, is not a factor under consideration in our study. 
The type of molecule considered is an asymmetric top 
belonging to the C2 point group. 
The basic rotational energy theory of asymmetric 
top molecules has been investigated by many research 
workers. The theory was first presented by Witmer(l927) 
and later by Wang (1929) , Klein (1929) and Kramer and 
Ittmann (1929, 1930). Klein (1929) and later Casimir(l931) 
have shown that the Wang secular determinant for asymm-
etric top molecules can be derived by operator techniques 
thus avoiding the use of an explicit form of a wave 
function. Ray (1932) introduced asymmetiy • parameters which 
by introducing a change of variables greatly facilitated 
the calculations of energy levels. All the above mentioned 
theories give the selection rules satisfactorily but none 
12 
of these have given a complete classification of the 
symmetry properties of the wave functions and hence the 
corresponding energy states. The first effort to this end 
was made by King, Hainer and Cross (1943, 1949) who have 
characterized the wave functions according to the Four 
group VC^f^., 5^ )= D2, defined by an identity and the three 
two-fold rotation operations Op, C2, C2 about the molecule-
fixed axes x, y,^ respectively. King, Hainer and Cross(1944) 
have also calculated the line strengths for the electric 
dipoie transitions in a rigid asymmetric rotor where both 
the initial and the final states are assumed to have the 
same asymmetry* This theory does not, however, include 
the electronic-electronic and rotation-electronic inter-
actions that are present in the case In which we are 
interested. The presence of these interactions in almost 
degenerate electronic states is expected to affect the 
rotational energy levels and the corresponding eigenvectors. 
Consequently, the energy level pattern and intensity 
distribution are modified accordingly. A proper theory 
must therefore account for all the interactions involved 
so as to predict correctly the rotational energies in an 
electronic state and calculate the relative intensities 
for the electric dipoie transitions. 
Creutzberg and Hougen (1967), using Raynes Hamiltonian 
(1964) as the basis, have discussed the theory of rotational 
energy levels in near-symmetric rotor molecules of symmetry 
13 
Cp , Dp and Dp, They have considered the effect of spin 
that results in spin-spin and spin-rotation terms. 
The first objective of this thesis is to formulate, 
for the asymmetric top molecule of symmetry C2 , an energy 
theory that can take into account explicitly the interac-
tions, arising from both the spin and the orbital angular 
momenta, present in the nearly degenerate f,p-complexlf 
Rydberg state. The f,p-complex" Rydberg states, analogous to 
the atomic situation, are characterized by a well-defined 
value of orbital angular momentum equal to unity (L=1). 
The second objective is to formulate an intensity theory, 
not previously considered, which includes correctly the 
orbital electronic effects. 
We have given In Chapter 2 the well-known rigid 
rotor theory that includes no interactions. In Chapter 3, 
the approximate theory for the spin case , given by 
Greutzberg and Hougen (1967), is adapted for the electronic 
orbital angular momentum case to obtain the effective 
rotational constants for C B. and D A. rotation-electronic 
bands of H20 as well as D20. These rotational constants,in 
turn, are used in the theory given in Chapter 2 to calculate 
the rotational energies and the relative intensities so that 
the results of the theory in Chapter 4, when applied to H20 
and DpO, may be compared. The numerical details of calculat-
ions for H20 and D20 for the transitions to the p- complex 
14 
Rydberg state, based on our theory in Chapter 4, are given 
in Chapter 5. Finally, a discussion of the results and 
conclusions are presented in Chapter 6. 
15 
2. THE RIGID ROTOR THEORY 
2.1 RIGID ROTOR HAMILTONIAN 
The rotational motion of a molecule in its 
ground vibronlc state may be described, to a good approx-
imation, by a rigid rotor Hamiltonian. We consider, for 
the sake of generality, an asymmetric top molecule in 
which case one has the principal moment of Inertia 
Ix 4 L 4 I-* and the corresponding rotational constants 
X 4 Y 4 Z about the principal axes of Inertia x, y^ ^ 
respectively. The classical-mechanical Hamiltonian for 
a rigid rotor is 
H- £* + i + ZJL (D 
2IX 21^ 21^ 
where Ja and Ia ( & 8 xy y. y ^* ) respectively represent the 
rotational angular momenta and moments of inertia about 
the axes a, fixed at the centre-of- mass of the molecule 
under consideration. 
By expressing J^  as operators J^  (o( = x ^j ~fr ) 
— i 
and defining the rotational constants X 4 Y 4 Z in cm 
units as 
one obtains,on dividing (1) by he, the quantum-mechanical 
-1 Hamiltonian for a rigid rotor in cm units as 
Hr - -k F x i a +YX2 + z j?1 = k.[xf/+yx2 + z^j 
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To display diagonal and off-diagonal terms (3) can be 
rewritten In the form 
or 
fi. = £.fe (x+Y^M z" i ( x + r K H (x-y)(^2+7-2) 
where 
and 
f - j x * + J ; + ^ 





J and J are respectively the lowering and raising operators 
of angular momentum In the molecule-fixed frame. 
The principal moments of inertia lx ,1^ and I 
are usually written as I , 1^ and 1 where 
I < I, < I OL -V Jb ^ c <
:
--0 
The corresponding rotational constants X , Y and Z are 
written as A ,B and 0 where 
A >/ B > 0 (5b) 
For an almost prolate or oblate rotor it is advantageous 
to choose the molecule-fixed J* -axis as the #>,- or c-axis 
respectively, since this choice makes the off-diagonal matrix 
elements small.The prolate description is commonly used for 
the water molecule since even in this case of a very highly 
asymmetric top molecule the off-diagonal matrix elements for 
~fr~CL are smaller than those given by choosing % = ^ or c. 
Nevertheless we have, instead, adopted a different scheme. 
That is, x, « c , % «a, , and -fr-b . This choice is consistent 
with the conventional form of the character table for the Op 
17 
point group as well as chemical convention which requires 
the x=c axis to be perpendicular to the molecular plane. 
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Before proceeding to find the rotational energy matrix 
and, therefore, the rotational energy levels, it seems 
natural to look for the appropriate functions of states 
A 
between which matrix elements of H, could be formed. 
The specific forms of functions, the operators and their 
effect on rotational functions will be mentioned only 
briefly in the following section. 
2.2 RIGID-ROTOR FUNCTIONS 
Since [i , J^  J * 0 and Jz commutes with space-
A 
fixed components J^ ( <^  = X,Y,Z-axes in space-fixed 
coordinates ) as well as its molecule-fixed components 
J^  , there exist functions ] JKM/> which are simultan-
A .-> A A A 
eous eigenf unctions of J , J * and J„ where J"z is 
the Z-component of J in space-fixed coordinate system. The 
| JKM y> are simply the symmetric top eigenfunctions, where 
J - rotational quantum number and represents the 
total rotational angular momentum of the 
molecule. 
K - quantum number representing the component J^ 
of J and is taken along the symmetry axis of 
the molecular-fixed frame. 
M - quantum number representing the component of 
total angular momentum along the space-fixed 
Z-axis, 
Note that K and M can each take 2J + 1 values -J, 
-J + 1, , J - 1, J. The quantum numbers J, K and 
M are shown schematically in 
the vector model diagram of 
angular momenta (PIG. 1) 
where the inter-relationship 
of J, K and M is quite 
obvious. 
The functions )JKM)> used 
in this work as basis func-
PIG. 1 tions are well known and are 
given below, 
IJKM>=
 c _ ( j ^^ -^^ r* /^ ( 6 a ) 
Z-AXIS 
where 
J + i J, - i # 6 * * * ^ 7 c o t e ± =p i L - c s c e > ! _ ) (6b) 
(6c) 
2 7 - K - H 
JKM 





+ % ) t ^ B \ ^ (6d) 
where Q,<f,% are the Euler angles which relate the 
space-fixed coordinates to the molecule -fixed coordin-
ates . 
In a homogeneous space the energy is independent 
of M; therefore we can drop this quantum number in our 
future notations. That is , I JKM> will be represented 
by |JK> from; now on. Thus I JK)> will be taken as a 
basis functions to yield the asymmetric-top rotational 
energy stationary states and eigenfunctions on diagon-
A
 A A A 
a l i z a t i o n of Hr . The e f f e c t of operators J, = J + i J 
A A A 
J s J, and J z on the functions are 
> b 
J± | JK> = ( Jc± i J a ) | j K ) p / j U + i ) - K ( K 7 l j K\JK?1> (7) 
Jt|JK>=K^|^K> ( 8 ) 
JX |XK>« JCJ+i^lJK} (9) 
which w i l l be used to y i e l d diagonal and off -diagonal 
matrix elements of the r i g i d rotor Hamiltonian. Note 
that (7) r e s u l t s from the "anomalous" s ign of "j " 
(see [21] ) . 
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2.3 RIGID ROTOR MATRIX ELEMENTS 
Operating the rigid rotor Hamiltonian Hr on | JK)> 
on the right hand side in (5a) and using the results (7), 
(8) and (9) gives 
A 
= f i (C -hA) t3 - ( J -+ l ) ]4 - [B- i ; (C + A ) ] K i J | J K > 
+ [^ ( C - A ) 7 [ j - ( X + l ) _ K ( K - l ) ] [ T { J - + l ) - ( K - i ) ^ ^ ) ] J l J K - 2 > 
+ [ ^ ( C _ A ) v / [ : r ^ + i ) - K ( K + l ) J [ j - ( J - + l ) - ( K + i ) ( K + 2)]]|TK+2) 
which on multiplying with <JK | , <JK-2| and < J^K+2J 
gives the matrix elements 




where the orthonormality condition 
0 r i if K ' « K (10c) 
is used for the basis functions to obtain (10a) and (10b). 
Although (10a) and (10b) can be used directly to calcu-
late the rotational energy levels, we have used an 
asymmetry parameter ha [19] because it facilitates the 
2 i 
calculation of the rotational stationary states "by using 
scaled rotational constants, thereby making it possible 
to carry out solutions, at least in part, for all 
molecules. On replacing A,B and C respectively with 
&A-h(> 6" B+ p ec + r (ID 
i n the r o t a t i o n a l Hamiltonian 
Hr < > ^ C ) = ^ , AJ*+ &ZX+ C Z (12) 
one o b t a i n s 
= 6-Hr (A ,B ,C)+ £ jf3- (13) 
where J - J + J* + J z 
o- i> c • 
The r e s u l t i n g mat r ix elements a re then 
< J K ' / H r ( S A + p , <rB+p, ^ C + f ) ) T K > = er ( W j H r (A,B, c)|jK>-f- P?(J+>){K' 
(14) 
Following Ray D9J , we set 
which give 
_ 2 
A - C 
; r = 
-A -c K, 





Use of (15a) and (15b) in (14) g ives 
< T K / ? H r ( i , K , - l ) ! T K > = ^ r c < T K / / H r ( A , B / C ) | J K > _ d ± | x ( J > / ) ^ ^ ; 
(16) 
or 




The scaled matrix ^JKj Hv(l,tc, -1)/ JK">^  which 
depends on the asymmetry parameter /£, when diagonalized 
gives the energy levels 
E(A, B,C)» A+C j(T+i)+ AItg(fC) 
2* 2. 
where 
E(K) = <JK| Hr(i, «,, -1)|JK> 
The parameter K, , which measures the degree of asymmetry, 
ranges between 1 and -1; i.e., between 6*A + f and 6~C-f f , 
fy being -1 for the prolate symmetric top limit while it 
is 1 for the oblate symmetric top limit and fy= 0 for 
the most asymmetric top limit case. 
2.4 LABELLING THE ENERGY LEVELS: 
For an asymmetric top rotor, both J, the total 
angular momentum and its projection M along the space-
fixed Z-axis are constants of motion, and, therefore, 
r 
are good quantum numbers. They can be used to specify 




momentum in any direction to the molecule-fixed frame is, 
however, not constant; be it a classical mechanical 
motion or a quantum-mechanical one. Thus, 
[Hr,J>]s[Hr,Ji:>j 4s- 0 and K is not a good quantum number. 
K cannot be used adequately to specify the rotational 
energy states. Thus far, no set of quantum numbers is 
known for the asymmetric top molecules which conven-
iently specify the stationary states of the rotor and 
have a simple physical meaning. Regardless of the in-
adequacy of K to be a good quantum number, it is 
retained to label the energy levels in the form J v 
K
-1K1 
(or JK K ) where K (or Ka) and K^Cor K c ) are the 
values K will acquire in the limiting cases of prolate 
symmetric top and oblate symmetric top. The subscripts 
-1 and 1 appearing with K are the parametric values of 
/^ under the extreme limits. There is an equivalent 
scheme of labelling the energy states, represented by 
J^ where t » K_1 - K1 ~ K a -K . Assuming the states 
for a given J value are listed in order of increasing 
.-energy the labels' K^ • 0f 1 f 1 f2 f2 f • #i«f Jf J f 
Kc « J*J,J-1 ,J-1 f • •vf1 #1 f° a n d thus r= -J, -J*l^.u»^f J-1f J 
are attached to each statef starting from that of lowest 
.energy* : 
In our^ work, the latter acheme is adopted; that is, the 
J% symbol is used for labelling the energy states. 





ASYMMETRJC I OP 
THB TMO LAQELUlHC, SCHEMES £ J ^ 
C=0.5 
( pftOJ-ATE-) 
X K C 
/ANP J7^.J 
2.5 TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF RIGID ROTOR BASIS 
FUNCTIONS: 
The transformation properties of rigid rotor basis 
functions are important from the view point of classifi-
cation of symmetry of energy levels and determining the 
combination of states involved in transitions. 
Hougen (1963) has given the following effect of 
symmetry transformations. 
CZ>\7K> S C2 b |TK> = ( _ i ) K | j K > (20a) 
%(n))J*> = £v(*b)/JK>=(-l)TfJ--K> (20b) 
M * » I J K > S ^ccb>i?K>=(-oT~v-K> (20c) 
These results will be used in our work. 
2.6 CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR ENERGY STATES: 
There are two schemes which can be used to classify 
the energy levels, based on either 
(i) molecular subgroup and parity 
or (ii) full molecular point group. 
For planar molecules, Hougen [91 has shown that 
reflection in the molecular plane is equivalent to the 
parity operation. Then the molecular plane 6y(yy) 
when used as an operator on the complete wavefunction, 
determines the parity of states. Therefore, the scheme 
(ii), based on the full molecular symmetry group, 
embodies within its framework the ability of assigning 
parity to energy levels. The scheme, first introduced 
by Hougen [8], will be used in the present work to re-
place the earlier scheme of representing the energy 
levels by ++, +-, -+, — and also + , - for designating 
the parity of purely rotational states. 
Hougenfs scheme has the advantage of using the 
actual molecular point group rather than simply the D2 
group of a rigid rotor. In the earlier scheme (i), one 
also needs to label the energy states by d (asymmetric) 
or S(symmetric) according as the permutation of nuclei 
changes sign of the complete wavefunction (excluding 
nuclear spin) or not. This Is done by examining the 
rotational subgroup. Thus, in Hougen!s scheme the full 
molecular group labels belonging to the same rotational 
subgroup species have the same statistical weight. 
2.7 THE ASYMMETRIC TOP RIGID ROTOR EIGENFUNCTIONS AND 
ASSIGNMENT OF SYMMETRY SPECIES 
Let the rigid rotor wavefunction corresponding to 
the energy level, denoted by f, in the basis JJK]> 
be given by 
YV T - I>K' J K > (21) 
K 
where ^b is expressed as a linear combination of 
eigenvectors ct of energy level (labelled as T ) taken 
over all possible values of quantum number K in the 
basis |JK>, . 
In order to determine the symmetry of an energy 
state we use the elements of the molecular point group as 
operators on the rotational elgenfunctions in conformity 
with the transformation properties (20a) and (20b). 
Then we look for the behaviour of the elgenfunctions 
with reference to the associated irreducible repre-
sentations or characters as decided by the even-odd 
nature of the quantum numbers X and K . Thus, from 
(20a), (20b), (21) and the character table for the C2V 
point group (APPENDIX I), we find that 
<VtT * %L< iJK> -£<-*>"** <XK>(22) 
° K K 
Since nffr ~ ± *f* > (2.2.) impl ie s t h a t 
^ nL -for even }<£ - values 
r (23a) 
- frT hr odd K - vq/u es 
Then the c h a r a c t e r t a b l e i n d i c a t e s t h a t 
X -EVEN i s a s s o c i a t e d wi th spec ie s A^ or A~ and 
K -ODD i s a s s o c i a t e d with spec i e s B or B 
Also 
(23b) 
J V * M»)t;««v(»)LaV j ,«>'WW^ (24a) 
K K 
There are two possibilities; either (24a) is equal to 
Let us now suppose that 
ar - a (24b) 
then (24a) becomes 







The results (24a), (24b), (24c), (24d) and (24e) lead 
to the conclusion that 
i(^)t; = ±H)V if ^K=±^-K (24f) 
Again from (24f) and the c h a r a c t e r t a b l e for £2 V 
poin t g roup , we f ind t h a t 
r + nbj refers to species A± or B^ 
Sy m)
'r ** | ^ ^
 r ^ r 5 t o s / p e c ; e 5 A 2 or B± 
A 
We do not use £*v(*^) since it leads to no additional 
information not already contained In (23b) and £4g). 
The results (23a), (23b) and (24f), (24g) lead us to 
establish the following criteria (TABLE 1) for the 
assignment of symmetry species to the rotational energy 
states. 
TABLE 1 
CRITERIA FOR ASSIGNING THE FULL MOLECULAR SPECIES TO THE 







































Note that the parity results are obtained from &v(¥}) 
alone. That is, A^ and B2 levels are of + (i.e. even) 
parity while k0 and B- levels are of - (i.e. odd) parity. 
2.8 DIFOLE TRANSITION MOMENTS 
Electric dipoie transitions are governed by the 
square of the integral 
where fZ is the space-fixed Z/-component of the 
electric dipoie moment /^ while "y and YeiTT 
are the rovibronic elgenfunctions corresponding to the 
initial and final states,respectively, involved in the 
transition. 
Under the group operations3 any space-fixed polar 
vector changes sign under Improper rotations and is in-
variant under proper rotations. Then, using the C 2 T 
character table, we see that the^irreducible representation 
for f*£
 f denoted by F(Mz)f is of species 
rCMz) = <\ (26) 
The integral (25) must be totally symmetric in order to 
exist* This1 requires *:. in view of (26) fevr 
and ^L to be of opposite parity. In other words, the 
direct product of their symmetry species must obey 
In practice, it is convenient to classify the rovibronic 
states for a totally symmetric vibronic state. The 
complete symmetry species for any rovibronic state Is 
then obtained simply by multiplying the rotational 
species with the vibronic species. This requires 
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different selection rules for different vibronic trans-
actions, obtained from (27) as follows: 
Use of the Born-Oppenheimer opproxlmation allows us to 
write the full (rovibronic) eigenfunction ^ as a 
product of vibronic and rotational wavefunctions \b 
and ip respectively. That is, 
Then one can write 
n f ^ ) = r ( ^ ) x r ( f r ) (29) 
which when used in (27) yields 
[r( i )xr(t ; ) ]x[r(^)xr( i ; ) ]=^ (30) 
giving the rule 
n t ) x r ( ^ ) -nv.'.)=«r(Oj"*x (31) 
which sets the criterion for determining the possible 
transitions between rotational states for fixed symmetry 
species of vibronic states in the initial and final 
states of transitions. The possible cases for which 
transitions: might occur between rotation-electronic 
states will be considered one by one at a later stage 
after general forms of expressions for the line strength 
and relative intensity have been developed. 
2.9 TRANSITION MOMENTS IN THE MOLECULAR-FIXED FRAME 
Since the components of the dipoie moment must be used 
in the molecule -fixed frame for a rotating molecule, 
it is important to know the form of transformation of the 
space-fixed component fX
 z to the molecule —fixed frame. 
L e t
 hoc = A* ( *> ?* % ) w h e r e «m*>y> y (32) 
be the functions of Euler angles 0, f and % ( Lsh li3i) 
which are associated with the molecule, -fixed components 
[*•# of M-„ according to the equation 
?z =E t**(e- *- *¥< (3?) 
We consider fa in the form 
JX0 S / ^ anJ fi± = ( ^ x ± z ^ y / a ( 3 4 ) 
so (33) takes the form 
^ Z ^Utrfr i r = 0,±l (35) 
r 
where /* are appropriate functions of the direction 
cosines and Ur are the components ofa spherical tensor 
of rank unity. Therefore, the form of the electric dipoie 
transition moments (25) changes to 
which will be used in our future development of intensity 
relations. 
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2.1Q EXPRESSIONS FOR LINE STRENGTHS AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES 
The line strength [S] which gives the probability 
of transition between the states involved is given by 
the spatial average ( see Le^crd p3] ) r 




 !V:K' r 
" " TV'' 
In (38), | etf ; JK)> are the basis functions of the 
rovibronic elgenfunctions i// and. in view of the 
approximation (28), can be written in the form, 
\eviJKy -levyjjKy 
Also -f are now the reduced operators which no longer 
depend on the magnetic quantum number M . Then (38) 





Then, assuming that the absorption layer is thin, the 
expression for the line strength becomes 
7" 
— L 
4 J' ' 3 
E ^<'<^i^^v'x^ifri^v>r(4i) 
K" K r 
Note that T- A K * K ' - K" = 0, ± 1 and A T - J - T - 0, ± 1 
(See Le^ard ['3] ). 
Then the expression for the relative intensities of 
transitions may be written as 
where 
V = Frequency of absorption 
% • Nuclear statistical weight for the initial 
state corresponding to the rotational 
quantum number 
-1 E ~ Energy of the lower state in cm 
T*== T/(i!£.) = T /(SECOND RADIATION CONSTANT) in 
rv 
which 
T « Temperature in abso lu te u n i t s (°K) 
and k = Boltzmann constant , 
The non-van ish ing mat r ix elements 
given by Johns and Lepard [12Q
 a r e l i s t e d here in 
TABLE 2 . (Note t h a t K i s used here in p lace of JTL ) . 
TABLE 2 
MATRIX ELEMENTS ( j V ( f_r \ J"'K"> 
K 
J" K" K"±i 
3" - /(£!?[ K")^"****') 
J'il [(J*+i)*- K"*J _ K*±K%i)(J"±K"+2) 
+ (j"+i)(2j"4i) v 2(J"+I;(2JV±; 
J-7 ^ "4 1) ,/ 2J"(2j"-fX) 
Now we proceed to consider the possible cases of 
transitions that may occur between the rotation-electronic 
states in conformity with the criterion given in (3D. 
Based on the combination of states and the real and 
imaginary nature of vibronic integrals as decided by 
the time reversal operator and symmetry elements of the 
point group, it is possible to obtain the relations for 
the line strengths and relative intensities for each 
possible case using (41) and (42). 
CASE (i) r ( ^ ) x r c ^ v ) = A i 
Since the product of the vibronic s t a t e s ^ v and ^ev 
i s of symmetry species A^, we observe from (31) tha t 
one must have 
r ( t > n t > A z (43a) 
Then, from group theory, the only possible transitions 
are 
A- < — * Ap and B *—> B 
where the species are the full molecular group species 
for the rotational functions. Such transitions also 
depend on the existence of vibronic integrals 
where fX^i <x = x, y
 t -y ) are the molecule -fixed components 
of the dipoie moment. It requires, in the present case, 
that 
n M = n ^ ) x r ( t l ) = A1 (43c) 
Thus the transitions are governed by ^ a l o n e . We, 
therefore, conclude that the following transitions are 
allowed between the rotational states 
Al -* A2 and Bl ~ B2 1
 (43d) 
po
« r ( ^ v ) x r ( i p ; V ) = A( and r ( K > ) = A, J 
It is important to know whether the vibronic integral is 
real or imaginary, because this information simplifies , 
the line strength and relative intensity calculations* 
This is done by looking at the effect,;of the time-reversal 
A 
operator 0^
 f which simply performs complex conjugation, on 
the vibronic integral. 
The vibronic integral is real or imaginary according 
as the integral remains invariant or changes sign be-
A 
cause of the effect of 9^ . In some cases, additional 
information is required regarding the effect of symmetry 
group elements on the vibronic integral. 
In view of the fact that 
khy s Ki1* "^ (44a) 
and 
(44b) 
ekH " P * 
and if we assume, for the sake of convenience, that the 
functions Vs and lb and hence their corresponding basis 
functions )e<ir)>and jeV'^are real, then 
^<eV||u.|eV>»<eV|/i.|eV> 
That i s , ,
 t K / \ 
^ < f z 0 > = < ^ > ^ < ^ > > (44c) 
(44c) shows that <f P 5-) is invariant under the time-
reversal operation, and, therefore, It is real. 
Then from (44c) and (4l), one obtains the line strengths 
K" 
or 
[s]^ = ^ i z < <- <-'-"K'j"K">r (45a) 
K" 
and,using (42), the corresponding relative intensities ate 
3 K
" (45b) 
Here a well established fact that A K = 0 for f y is used. 
The values of <J'K"j i0 j J"K"} can be seen in TABLE 2. 
CASE (2): rC^v)xr(^ev) -= Az 
Prom (31), we must have in this case 
r(t')xrf^) = A, (46a) 
which is possible only if 
p ( ^ ' ) = P(-y/ ) = SAME SPECIES (46b) 
However, the requirement 
r(/M = A;, (46c) 
shows that CASE (2) is not allowed since Lt xM and yU , 
belong to the species B^, B2 and A^ respectively. 
Therefore, transitions between the rotational states 
having the same symmetry species are forbidden. This 
conclusion is consistent with the fact that transitions 
can occur only between the energy states of opposite 
parity and not between those of the same parity. Thus 
the line strengths and, consequently, the relative 
intensities will be zero whenever the CASE (2) is 
encountered. 
CASE (3): r V ^ ) x r ( V O = B, 
Similar to the procedure adopted in CASES (1) and 
( 2 ) , we find from (31) that 
r ( t ' ) ^ ( C ) =B Z (47a) 
Then (47a) and the use of group theory leads to the 
possible transitions between the rotational states 
A^ <-^> B2 and A2 *-> B-^  
Also 
r ( ^ ) - r ( ^ v ) x r ( ^ e v ) - B t (47b) 
in this case. We see from (47b) that transitions are 
governed by /^ . Hence the allowed transitions between 
the rotational states are 
A-, -e^ BQ and A0 «-* B-, ") 
1 2 2 1
 I (47c) 
for r ( ^ e ; ) x r ( ^ V ) - B , w r(M*)«B± J 
Now we see the effect of 0t , the t ime-reversa l operator , 
on <Vv'j /*±j e 'V y while maintaining the assumption 
tha t | e.'v y and J e"i/'^> are rea l basis functions. 
Then 
^ < e V / | ^ ± ) e V / , ) > = < f e V / / j U t p | 6 V / ^ (48a) 
We see that the effect is not quite clear in the sense 
that we do not know whether the right hand side of (48a) 
is <eV/H±K V > or - < e V / ^ | e V > , 
To decide i t , we go on* to see the effect of at least 
two of the symmetry elements of the group. Using more 
than two elements of the group will be redundant for 
they do not provide additional information in this 
regard. Thus 
«W*»<e 'v ' | p ± |-eV7=:<cV-|//?|gVv> (48b) 
K ( y » < e V | M±|*V";> = <eV 'JA^ |eV> (48c) 
Since (48b) and (48c) each must be equal to <(e.'v'J/J ± J£"v"} 
to be non-vanishing, we obtain 
{elv'\ H ± | « .V> « < W | / ^ J e V ) =£ o <48d) 
Use of (48d) in (48a) gives 
%<eV| /^ ± |eV"> = <e.V / J /U±|eV> = REAL" ( 4 8 e ) 
(48e) suggests that the dipoie moment component i s f*x 
corresponding to the vibronic i n t e g r a l . Also, from (34) 
we find that 
, f*k± (^ + H--)/jz .'- -" . (49a) 
fXy = (H+-^/^ (49b) 
Then from (48d)
 y (49a) and (49b) we find tha t 
= J - < ^ > (50) 
Then using (50) in (41), we obtain the line strengths 
K
 + < . < ^ < J ' K " + * 111 j"K">)r(5i) 
and the corresponding relative intensities as follows. 
(52) 
Here again the values for the rotation matrices are 
given in TABLE 2. 
CASE (4): P ( ^ x r ( ^ i ; ) 2 3^ 
From (31) we obtain 
F(^r) * r(^) « 3, (53a) 
So;from the group theory, the only possible transitions 
are 
A-L «—* Bj, and A2 «—* B2 
Also the requirement 
P(^)=B2 (53b) 
shows that transitions are governed by Jtfy , the ft -
component of the dipoie moment in the molecular-fixed 
frame. Thus the allowed transitions between rotational 
states are 
A., <—> B-. and A2 <*-> B2 
Now, assuming as before, the vibronic basis functions to 




V'| ju ±|eV">=r<eV'j^-Je"V"> (54a) 
(54a) here is the same as (48a) despite the fact that 
the combination of vibronic states Is different than that 
in (48a). Again we need to know the symmetry properties 
of the In tegra l <e V / £ < ± / e V ' > . 
Thus for the allowed transitions (53c) in this case, 
we have 
£y(*>)<*V|/*±|eV'> ~-<eV'j^-/eV"> (54b) 
Since (54b) and (54c) each must be equal to (e'v'j fi± }&"vw)> 
in order to be nonvanishing, we obtain 
<«V| /*±f * V > = - <«V/ /" + \z"v"y£o (54d) 
Use of (54d) in (54a) gives 
(53c) 
(54e) suggests1 that the transition moment involves r f, 
the 4 -component of the dipoie moment in the molecular-
fixed coordinates. In view of the relation (49a), (49b) 
and (54d), we find that 
= jr<e'v'l(ti±-/u±)jz"v"> 
' ^ <«'»'/ /^ / e'V ">
 = ± i <>y> (55) 
V2
 /z 
Then using (55) in (41), one obtains the relation of 
line strengths. Thus 
"" -<.«41<>'K-+i|£|J-K'>}|2 (56) 
and the relative intensities corresponding to (56) are 
"-K"aK"4l - ' 
(57) 
Thus, it is possible to calculate all the energies and 
the corresponding relative intensities. 
3- APPLICATION TO Cl&u AND 3>X BANDS OP WATER 
3.1: CALCULATIONS OF EFFECTIVE ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS 
The aim of this chapter Is to apply the theory, 
developed in Chapter 2, to the representative molecules 
of symmetry CZv so th&t the results of this theory and 
those obtained on the basis of our theory in Chapter 4 
may be compared not only with each other but also with 
the experimentally observed ones. 
Here we have considered H20 and D20 for the studies 
of rotation-electronic energies and relative transitions 
from the ground rotation-electronic states X Aia to the 
3 ^ - complex Rydberg state . We define the 3f> -orbitals, 
corresponding to the 3 ^ -complex state , by the orbital 
functions ] %y > 1^^ and \^7 as fallows: 
x > ^ V2 
m 
<2 
|_A = + 1 > - 1A — i > 
| A s s + i > + | A — i > 
•a 
,^H-l>J(58a) 




where A = 0, - 1 are the projections (taken along the 
molecule -fixed ^-axis) of the orbital angular momen-
tum quantum number L - 1. The axes in Eqs. (58) have 
been chosen such that the orbital functions jx.)> , Jtyy 
and | ~yy transform like the x , y . and -JL. components 
respectively of an ordinary polar vector as can be seen 
from the following explanation. 
If T represents the total angular momentum 
quantum number and K its projections along the \ -axis 
in the molecule -fixed frame then, according to Hougen 
[9] , the total angular momentum wavefunctions ] J"K)> 
for integral quantum numbers transform according to 
Eqs. (20). Note that the improper rotations were 
A A ? A 
obtained by writing Q = R l in which Q is the improper 
rotation, H the proper rotation and i is the in-
version operation (all referred to the molecule --fixed 
frame); improper rotations are also accompanied by the 
space-fixed Inversion operation and thus the effect of 
Q is identical to that of R . The effect of the 
A A 
C(*2") and Siy-fr) operations are thus given by the 
A
 A 
C ^ and CX7C operations respectively. 
Electronic orbital functions transform under 
rotations in the same way as the total angular momentum 
but the orbital functions are also affected by spatial 
transformations. Therefore, the effect of inversion I 
in the molecule -fixed frame must be taken into consi-
deration in the case of improper rotations. For l , 
we know that the spherical harmonics for a single 
electron are altered by 
*]n> = (-i)')o> (59) 
where L is the electronic orbital quantum number and 
A is one of the possible projections of t . Then 
assuming 1LA)> to represent some linear combination of 
products of orbital states for each electron, we see 
that 
1)LA> = ( - 1 ^ * 1 UA> (60) 
where the index k runs over all the values of <£ 
corresponding to different states of the electrons under 
A A A 
consideration. Recalling that Q =Ri where the 
effect of R on | LK} is identical to that given for 
j JK)> by Eqs. (20) we now see that 
4>I^A> =* ("i)^)LA> (61a) 
^ ( ^ ) | L A > = ( ' - 0 L - A + ?" f e /L -A> (61b) 
k(m\LAy=(-t)L^Xk\L-Ky < 6 1 c > 
In practice, we are concerned with states arising 
from a single electron. In such a case L* -2_,<tk ~£ 
A 
and our Eqs. (6l) simplify to 
4^lL,A> = (-l)A |LA> (62a) 
^(^)|LA> = (- i )A |L-A> ( 6 2 b ) 
6"v(^)|LA>= |L-A> (62c) 
Using the transformations given by Eqs. (62) on the 
^-orbital functions defined by Eqs. (58), we find that the 
functions j-x.y
 s l^y and / IT} transform like the 
x
 ' f ' IT c o m P ° n e n t s respectively of an ordinary polar 
vector. Then \ xy , \y,y and / f~y have the symmetry 
species B-, B2 and A- respectively. In the ground state, 
the molecular core of H20 (or D20) is of symmetry B-^  
while the valence electron is a ^ -electron. Since a 
transition from the ground state to the excited 3 j>~ 
orbital states is brought about by the promotion of a A. 
electron, the molecular core in both the ground and the 
excited state Is of symmetry r^B-^ . The overall symmetry 
in each case is the product of the core symmetry and 
that of the electronic state symmetry. This yields the 
overall symmetry 1B 1 x 1B 1 = 1A1 for the ground state 
while for the components of the 3^- orbital, 
1B 1 x (1B1, 1B 2, 1A1) = (1A1, 1A2, 1B1) correspond-
to the orbital functions ( /*>, j ^ > , | » ) . 
In order to carry out the numerical calculations of 
energies of the rotational states of HpO and DgO in 
different electronic states, one needs to know the 
numerical values of the rotational constants for each 
molecule in the ground ro t a t ion -e l ec t ron ic s t a t e s X A,, 
"~ 1 
and the excited ro t a t ion -e l ec t ron ic s t a t e s ' C B- , and 
I^A . The r o t a t i o n a l constants of theSL\ s t a t e of H20 
and D20 (Herzberg 1/7] and Benedict et.al[2]) and the 
effect ive ro t a t i ona l constants ofih«c1B1 r o t a t i o n -
e lec t ron ic s t a t e s of H20 and D20 (Johns [11] ) are 
known. However, in order to obtain the r o t a t i o n -
e lec t ron ic energies in theS A- s t a t e of H20 (or D2°)> 
one needs to know the numerical values of the effect ive 
rotational constants corresponding to the X> A- states 
of these molecules. Therefore, we need to establish the 
mathematical relations which connect the effective 
rotational constants kerr % B ^ and C e^ to their 
corresponding deperturbed (or JL - uncoupled) rotational 
constants A, B and C, consistent with our choice of axes 
& , hr3 and c . We have chosen the M and c axes so that 
^ = = ^ i s the two-fold rotation axis and £ s x is the 
axis perpendicular to the molecular plane, in accordance 
with the convention for an asymmetric-top molecule of 
C2y symmetry. 
To evaluate the relations for the effective rota-
tional constants corresponding to the three rotation-
electronic states, we consider the Hamiltonian 
H^c^i-^f+AC^-Lp+B^-L,^
 (63) 
where the first bracket represents the rotational 
Hamiltonian while the second bracket represents the 
non-rotating Hamiltonian. c5x , £* and £~ are the 
electronic energies for the states | ^y , [ y~y and 
I yy respectively. J£ ((* = x, ^  y ) are the 
components of the total angular momentum J~, and 
A 
*-*<* ( # = x; T'y 5"* ) a r e t h e components of the orbital 
A 
angular momentum L . It may be pointed out that the 
A 
terms £ (1 - Li^ , ) are introduced in the Hamiltonian 
such that the resulting energies £ ( °< ~ x->7, }r ) 
corresponding to the three orbital electronic states do 
not interact with one another. The choice of <^(l- ^« ) 
is rather artificial because the wavefunctions of the 
three orbital electronic states considered in this work 
are such as to lead to the same electronic energies as 
would have been obtained by merely adding the electronic 
energies. 
Rearrangement of Eq. (63) leads to the result 
H={H r + Aet + (A + B+C)}+ Are ^^A^Ke ( 6 4 ) 
where 
fjr =, Ajy + B7y + C j£ (65a) 
H e e - ( 4 ^ ) ( ' - ^ ) + ( ^ - A ) ( ' - t V ) + ^ > - " B ) ( ' - ^ ) (65b) 
H r e * - 2 A ^ I ^ - 2bJyLy-2C&U (65c) 
A A A 
The Hamiltonians H r , H ^ and Hre represent purely 
r o t a t i o n a l , purely e lec t ron ic and ro t a t i on -e l ec t ron i c 
A A 
interaction parts of H respectively. Note that H 
has the matrix elements that are purely diagonal in the 
electronic quantum numbers. The off-diagonal matrix 
A 
elements, given by HYe , may be t r ea ted as a per tu rba t ion . 
The o r b i t a l e l ec t ron ic functions |«> ( « * x., yy y ) 
on being operated by the o r b i t a l angular momentum com-
ponents L ( ex = x, «^  -y) behave as follows L}|x.> = )^> (66a) 
jLj/y>-/*> (66b) 
L > | 1> = 0 (66c) 
where £ a ^^^^. If we represent the rotation functions 
by | R y> s 1 JK^ > , then we can write the entire wave-
function as 
|jKcx> 2 | R0(> = | R>Jo<) (67) 
for the rotation-electronic states. Thus, in view of 
Eqs. (67)5 we see from Eq. (64) that the matrix elements 
for a definite electronic state j cx^> , to second order, 
are 
<B<a|H|R«> = <fi«|Hd,„|R«> + V Wfir.lrt'WIjI'*) 
7
 *;,*, C ' C - <68a> 
Since the first-order contribution, given by <(&'&(l^re I^y* 
vanishes. The first term, <R'# J Hai^|R°</ , 
gives the zero-order contribution to the total energy; 
that I s , 
In Eq. (68a), we have assumed that the electronic 
spacing is much larger than the spacing of the rota-
tional energy levels. That i s , 
(o) c(o) cif(0)^P(0) (can\ 
C
 M~ C^„ t* -tf (68c) 
This approximation is reasonable because the purely ro-
tational separations involving the rotational constants 
51 
A, B and C, are i n s i g n i f i c a n t when compared with the 
e l e c t r o n i c s e p a r a t i o n s . The f i r s t term of Eq, (68a) has 
the mat r ix e lements 
I f we def ine the e f f e c t i v e e l e c t r o n i c energy c o n t r i b u -
t i o n by 
£ % = [ < O < | H ; £ / 0 < > + (A+B+C)] ( 7 0 ) 
we can w r i t e Eq. (69) i n the form 
<*'«\»^\R«>= <*'\Hr)*> +£^1^ (71) 
Then3 the zero-order energy contribution is 
16) 
= / Q \ H.. I R > -V f,
 r C = < * l P ' l * > + 4 * "2) 
where we f i n d , us ing Eqs . (66), t h a t 
£e/x = (<fx~c) + (^ + B + c ) (73a) 
<^r « ( ^ ^ ) + r / 4 8 4 c ) (73b) 
<V = ^ - B ) + ^ - f a + c ) (73c) 
We note from (72) t h a t 
C-**£ = [<V^J
 + [<«IHJ«>-<«"I^I«">J (74) 
52 
Because of our earlier assumption that the rotational 
states are very closely spaced compared to the electronic 
states we can ignore the second bracket on the right 
hand side of Eq. (7^). Then from Eqs. (74) and (69), we 
have 
Thus, using the result in Eq. (75) we can rewrite 
Eq. (68a) as follows 
{R'cX\ H //?*> =<Rk\ HMaf\ /?*> + V < X W "re / * V><**"/ /?re /*«) 
*;«V* ^«~~£efc(" (76) 
Since for the states Jx)>, Ly>> and | f.y , we have 
< * W ^ / * V > < * V / ^ ] ^ (77a) 
<«*l »re\K\)<R\\ Hre|R=c> = < ^ j A r t | ^ > ^ ' x | H r , | ^ > = 4 A \ R ' j f ^ R > ( 7 7 b ) 
(77c) 
we get from Eqs . ( 7 1 ) , (76) and (77) 
<R /xlH|^>^<^|Pr lR>-f<g \A n^4B^RV^)^ AA\R'\^\ny (78a) 
</?V)HM>>-<fi,)^l«> + ^ ^ y + 48Y^//y^> + 4 f ^ W > (78b) 
Wy' -— £• ^ (78c) 
***** ^ " % -
Collecting coefficients of J^ > Jy, and J* 
with the aid of Eq. (65a), we find that 
<^|W^)
 = ^ |(He #),|K>+(f $ (79) 
where 
(80) 
and the effective rotational constants for each state 
i&.y=\x.y , \--yy and I 3-y are s i v e n by the 
following equations. 
















For electronic state | yy : 
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On comparing the results given here by Eqs.(81), (82) 
and (83) with Eqs. (6x), (6fi and (6f) given by. Creutzberg 
and Hougen [5] for the analogous spin problem, later adapted 
by Johns [11] for this orbital problem, we find the following 
correspondence between the spin state functions and the 
orbital electronic functions. 
TABLE 3 
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE SPIN FUNCTIONS 



























The difference arises because of the fact that the 
components of orbital functions behave like the ordinary 
polar vectors rather than the components of axial vectors; 
the latter is the characteristic of the spin functions. 
Also we have chosen x , H , f- axes of principal moments 
of inertia as a, a , b respectively; which is different 
from the earlier choice of b ,
 c > fit- respectively as is 
evident by comparing FIG. 3 (a) and 3(b). 
Ir^ x=B 
«~ ?sa 
FIG.3 . (a) Represents our choice of axes 
(b) Represents choice of axes adopted by 
Johns for H O molecules. 
Therefore, by replacing in Eqs. (6x), (6y) and (60 of 









Eq. (6x), also given by Johns [ilJ , reduces to Eq. (83); 
Eq. (6f) reduces to Eq. (81) and Eq. (6f) to Eq. (82), 
Notice that we must use the effective values of electronic 
energy <£+„ (# = x, u
 yy) In the expressions (81), (82) 
and (83) instead of the !?deperturbedf! values, £J > 
used by Creutzberg and Hougen [$] . Note that Eq. (82) 
is not needed since the transitions to the fy.y electronic 
state (CASE (2) of Chapter 2) are forbidden. 
To calculate the effective rotational constants 
<r*J A 
for the rotational band in the D A- electronic state 
(that is, Jx)> state) the following method has been 
adapted. 
(l):The experimental values of effective rotational 
constants A ^ , &eff and C ^ for C B^ rotational-
electronic states of H20 (or D20) (Johns [^ 1 ) are used 
In Eqs. (83) and the corresponding deperturbed rotational 
constants A, B and C obtained, where the differences in 
the effective electronic energies ( ^^f* - €*#.*. ) 
and ( £„ - £





£ejr„ - C =3587 c^1 
~y 
For D20: 
^ - ^ x - - i 3 £ 3 - X ^ (85b) 
Cfy ~ £<0.y =2.198 c™ 
The deperturbed ( t - uncoupled) rotational constants 
for H20 and D20 so obtained are listed in TABLE 4. 
TABLE 4 
ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS AND 
X4A, E% AND V\STATES 
1 * 
BAND ORIGINS OF 
OF H20 AND D20. 
I 
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* MOTE THAT THE NUMBERS APPEAR^ IN SM*LL B R A C T S IHVKATE AWOHAL 
CSTTS UPTO SIX OR SEVEN BEC.HAL PLACE ACCURACY FOR THE
 E F S n v E 
ROTAT/OHAU CONSTATS , N 5 « 4 ; STATES, W O ,* CALCUiAT/ONS. 
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Johns [i*] has obtained the same results for A, B and 
C for H20 and D20 using Eq. (6x) of Creutzberg and 
Hougen, as expected, because a difference in the choice 
of axes should not affect the rotational constants. 
(2):The deperturbed rotational constants obtained 
in step (1) (given in TABLE 4) and the differences in 
various orbital states (obtained from Eqs.(85)) for 
H20 and D20 
For H20: 
For D20 
£.# - C ^-132 3 cm - 1 
• " < . - > j - ' - • ' - " - " • 
% , -<Vy'C % ' %)- (^ t.jfK ) =3521 ^ 
are used for H20 and D20 to calculate their effective 
rotational constants A ^ , B ^ and Cer, for the 
rotational band of the electronic state 15" ^ A^ . The re-
sults thus obtained are given in TABLE 4. 
The effective rotational constants for H20 
and DpO for the bands C B-^  and D A-^  are used in calcu-
lating the energies of rotational levels as described in 
Section 3.3. 
3.2 CALCULATIONS OF BAND ORIGINS OF D Lk± BANDS OF HQO 
AND D20 
Since the numerical values of the separation between 
(86b) 
the electronic states j *^ > (sD A.,) and | >^ > ( ~ C B 1 ) , 
and also the band origins of the \J}( & c B.^ 
electronic state of H20 and D20 are known (Johns [ii] and 
£2."})* t h e band origin of the D A^ electronic state 
for each H20 and D20 have been evaluated as follows. 
For H20: 
The band origin of the C B-^  state is 
H'(c%)= <L- 80624.7 cm • • • • • . -
and since 
the band origin of the "D A state of H20 is 
^ ' ( 5 \ ) 3 6 = 82058.7 cm-1 
For D20: 
The band origin of the C B-j_ state is 
Vo'(Z%)~ £ . 80751.9 cm"1 
and since 
C — £ = 1323 cm-1 
the band origin of the ID A, state of D_0 is 
VB'C3>W)^ £ = 82074.9 cm"1 
All these results are given in TABLE 4. 
• me. 
In order to carry out the numerical calculations 
of energies of the rotational states of H20 and D20 a 
computer programme has been developed which uses Eq.(l7 ) 
to evaluate and store in the computer memory the matrix 
elements of a ( 27 +1 ) X (2.J+1) matrix for each of 
the rotational quantum numbers from T= 0 through 
T * 11. The matrix so obtained for each single rota-
tional quantum number X is diagonalized using a sub-
routine. The eigenvalues (which are merely the rotational 
energies) and their corresponding eigenvectors have been 
generated. The energies are rearranged in order of 
decreasing energy for each rotational quantum•number J 
to facilitate the assignment of the label f to each 
energy state. Thus, for JT • 2, the energy levels have 
been identified by J^~ 2p, 2^9 2Q, 2 - and 2_2)arranged 
in decreasing order of energy; there being (2J~ + l) 
energy states for a single T . In this way the rota^ 
tional energies of the ground electronic state x A^ 
and those of the excited states c B^ and S" A-,, have 
been calculated using the ground state rotational con-
stants and the effective rotational constants for the 
bands C B 1 and D"1A1. The constants are given in 
TABLE 4. The values of band origins vj' = 80624.7 cm""1 
and V0 = 82058.7 cm"1 for c' IB 1 and 1) ^  electronic 
bands of H20 respectively are added to the rotational 
energies calculated above for H O so as to obta±n the 
true energies of the rotation-electronic states. Simi-
larly, for D20 the band origins P0/ « 80751-9 cnT1 and 
~V0 « 82074.9 cm""1 are added to the rotational energies 
of the C B^ and D A^ electronic bands respectively to 
obtain the true rotation-electron energies* Since both 
HpO and D20 are considered as rigid rotors in the 
ground electronic state X A^, where the zero point 
energy of molecular vibration is ignored, the band 
origin is assigned a zero frequency ( ~U0 « 0). The 
computed values of energies for the rotational states 
of the electronic bands Xlk^9 (T B- and D An, for HpO 
and D20 are given in TABLES II. 1 and II.2 , res-
pectively (APPENDIX II) up to the rotational quantum 
number J*» 11. 
3,4 THE NUCLEAR STATISTICAL WEIGHT 
Since the transition intensities are affected by 
the nuclear spin of the nuclei in a molecule, we have 
considered their role in our calculations of relative 
intensities. 
The elgenfunctions of homonuclear molecules are 
categorized as symmetric or antisymmetric depending on 
whether or not the elgenfunctions remain invariant on 
interchanging the coordinates of the nuclei. Let I 
be the nuclear spin of each nucleus, then if the 
identical nuclei are Bosons, there are (I + 1).(21 + 1) 
symmetric and 1.(21 + 1) antisymmetric elgenfunctions 
of the molecule with respect to interchange of nuclei. 
The reverse is true of Permions, where the weight of 
antisymmetric states is (I + 1), (21 + 1) and that of 
symmetric ones is 1.(21 + 1). Then the ratio, £ , of 
the weights of symmetric to antisymmetric states in 
case of Bosons or the weights of antisymmetric to 
symmetric states in the case of Permions, is given by 
(I + 1) /Symmetric States \ /Antisymmetric States] 
7 s x \Antisymmetric States/ l\^J5metrlTstltes / 
Bosons Permions 
(87) 
Thus for anK^O molecule$ since the exchange of position 
coordinates occurs between the two H - atoms, each of 
nuclear spin I = 1/2 (in units of fi ) , 5 : a = 1 : 3 
while for a D20 molecule in which deuterona are the 
Bosons-, with nuclear spin I * 1, S : CL * 2 : 1. Here S 
and & denote symmetric state and antisymmetric state res-
pectively. Thus the statistical weight of an anti-
symmetric state is three times that of a symmetric state 
in H20 whereas the weight of a symmetric state is twice 
that of an antisymmetric state in D20. Consequently, 
the intensity ratios will be 1 : 3 in H20 and 2 : 1 in 
D20 for s : d . 
Now a Cz^ operation gives a pure exchange of two 
fr-
group (APPENDIX I) we see that A-j^  and Ap are each of 
nuclei. Then om the character table of ^ 2 V point 
character + 1 while B- and Bp each has a character 
-1 under £2* operation. Thus energy levels of 
species A-, Ap are symmetric while B^, B2 are antl-
A 
symmetric. Also the 6" ( ft ^ ) operation gives pure 
inversion so A^, B^ are of + parity and A2, B^ are of 
- parity. Thus, we can summarize our results as follows 























3.5 COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OP RELATIVE TRANSITION 
INTENSITIES. 
The numerical computation has been carried out for 
two cases of transitions that are permitted by the 
symmetry requirement of the matrix elements. The 
permissible cases are 
(i) X ^ - C1B1 Transitions (Case (3) of Chapter 2). 
(ii) X 1 ^ - X> A1 Transitions (Case (1) of Chapter 2). 
The computational details for each case are exactly 
the same except for the difference in the subroutine 
which changes the symmetry codes of the upper levels 
appropriate t© the bands involved in the transitions. 
For example, for the Case (i) which involves a transi-
tion between the rotational states of X A, and C B-
electronic stafes, the only possible transitions be-
tween the rotational states (identified by their ro-
tational symmetry species) are 
Aj <~* Bp and Ap *~^  B^ 
where the dipoie component active in the transitions is 
f^ x which has the symmetry species P( |^ x) = B-. 
Similarly, for the case (ii) which involves the transi-
tions between the bands X A and X> 1A1, the possible 
combinations of rotational states are 
A- <-* A2 and B «-> B2 
where in this case, the dipoie component }A* is active. 
The symmetry species is F( \x^) = A1. 
In each case, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 
calculated for both the ground rotation-electronic 
states X A-, and the excited electronic states C B^ 
(or ^ Ai in the case (ii)) and stored in the computer 
memory as was done in section 3-3. By calling a sub-
routine, each energy level is assigned a symmetry species 
(in the form of a code) consistent with the criteria 
established earlier (in Chapter 2, TABLE 1). At any 
instant,the symmetry codes so assigned to the energy 
states are stored for a given quantum number J ~J of, rot 
ation in the X A- state and for J = J -1, X and 
J + 1 in the excited electronic state C B. (or D A-) . 
Thus, for example, in our case, we reserved the code 1 
to represent the symmetry species A-; 2 for A2; 3 for B-
and 4 for Bp. Subject to the allowed combination of 
states in transitions, the symmetry codes of the excited 
states for J = J - 1, J and J + i3 stored earlier, are 
changed only to those of initial states for which combina-
tions of states are allowed. That is, if the transitions 
A-. <-> Bp and A2 «-<-> B^ are allowed (say^, the codes for 
the upper state species A~ , Ap, B-^  and B2 must be changed 
to those of Bp, B^, A and A1 respectively. This is done 
by calling a subroutine consistent with the selection 
rules. This technique, in effect, assigns the same code 
to those initial and final states which are permitted to 
combine by the selection rule. Thus, whenever the codes 
in the initial state and the final state match, the 
programme allows one to calculate the line strength and 
the relative transition intensity using (51) and (52) 
respectively for the C B^ electronic band and (45a) and 
(45b) for the rotational transitions to the X> A 
electronic band. The nuclear statistical weight is 
attached to the relative intensity as described earlier 
in Section 3.4. It may be pointed out here that the 
frequencies ^ in the relative transition intensity 
relations (52) and (45b) are not taken into account in 
our calculation, because it varies very slowly from one 
line position to another. Also we have used the 
following in the calculations. 
0 * > </*>> = * 
T" = 293° K 
/ ^ ) - 1.438786 °K-cm. (Taken from [ 4 ] ) 
Thus, the resulting line strengths and relative transi-
tion intensities calculated for up to J~= 10 are 
obtained. The results so obtained for the relative 
/
~i •— 1 transition intensities for the C B, and X). A^ bands 
in H20 and D20 are given in TABLES III.l, III.2, 
III.3 and III.4 in APPENDIX III. 
4. ROTATION-ELECTRONIC INTERACTION THEORY 
4.1 THE ROLE OP ROTATION-ELECTRONIC INTERACTION 
In our theory presented in this chapter, it is 
assumed that the ground state rotational energies are 
governed, to a good approximation, by the rigid rotor 
theory. Therefore, the rotational energies in the 
X A-^  electronic state can be obtained by using the 
rigid rotor theory described in Chapter 2. 
In the excited states, however, the coupling of 
electronic angular momentum with rotation results in 
interaction terms, between the various angular momenta, 
in the Hamiltonian. Creutzberg and Hougen L 5 1 have 
discussed the case of purely spin angular momenta for 
an approximately symmetric-top C2v molecule which re-
sults in spin-spin and spin-rotation terms. Their 
treatment is based on a Hamiltonian given by Raynes [20] . 
The purely orbital case with which we are concerned may 
be treated in the same way; this results in orbit-
orbit and orbit-rotation terms. In general, where both 
effects are present, spin-orbit terms are also present. 
Our primary objective here is to develop a theory 
capable of interpreting the rotation-electronic spectra 
involving transitions to the Rydberg nL - complex" 
states. In such a case, the electron involved in the 
transition jumps to a loosely bound outer orbital, 
characterized by a specific value of the orbital 
angular momentum quantum number Z . The analogous 
atomic situation thus gives rise to a ( Zt + 1) de-
generate electronic state. In the molecular case, 
however, this degeneracy is removed by the deviation 
from spherical symmetry of the molecular ion core. The 
various states within these ( 2 ( H ) states also become 
mixed as a result of rotation-electronic interaction and 
consequently, may cause perturbations to the energy 
level pattern and to the intensity distribution within 
the rotational branches. Traditional method of reducing 
spectra may, therefore, need to be supplemented with or 
replaced by the calculations of the type considered here 
The energy level theory, given in this chapter, is 
based on a Hamiltonian which includes spin as well as 
orbital effects and thus also includes the spin theory 
given by Creutzberg and Hougen [5J . The intensity 
theory, not previously dealt with, is not as general 
since it is given here only for a ^-complex. Never-
theless, modifications for other cases (including spin) 
should be reasonably straightforward. 
4.2 THE ROTATION-ELECTRONIC HAMILTONIAN 
We consider an effective Hamiltonian in the form 
A 
H<,£ = H y o t -+ HOC) + Hss + H S O + HSR + |40 R (88) 
The complete Hamiltonian also contains a vibronic con-
tribution which we assume to be a purely diagonal con-
tribution, E .. . • Ea + E , where £ is the 
' vibronic «
 Vib e 
purely electronic energy while E .. is the simple 
A 
harmonic o s c i l l a t o r v ibra t iona l energy. In (88) , HTCrt 
represents the r ig id ro tor Hamiltonian while H , Hs<g5 
A A A. 
Hg0, HSR and HQR represent the o r b i t - o r b i t , sp in-sp in , 
sp in -o rb i t , sp in - ro ta t ion and o r b i t - r o t a t i o n Hamiltonians, 
r espec t ive ly . 
We now assume tha t H r^r may be rewr i t ten as 
H =Yc.6 (89) 
i 
where the summation runs over the terms lifted 
in Table 5 (page 70).: The coefficients C i are 
the constants corresponding to the operators 0^ and 
are summarized in TABLE 5. It may be mentioned that 
the subscripts LA- , SS, LS, LR, and SR on the various 
constants C- (TABLE 5) refer to the fact that they be-
long to the orbit-orbit, spin-spin, orbit-spin, orbit-
rotation and spin-rotation interaction terms. Note 
that C : are in cm x units and 0, are dimensionless. 
t ^ 
Prom TABLE 5
 9 it is obvious that the total angular 
~* 7* 
momentum JT , the orbital angular momentum L , and the 
spin angular momentum 5 are each highly non-diagonal. 
Therefore, we must have a convenient representation of 
A 
the effect ive Hamiltonian H
€
^L in a form that separ-
ates out the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements. 
To obtain such a form, we have introduced the r a i s ing 
and lowering operators for jT , L and S . If 
A
 A A 
*7+* L
 m and S_ are the lowering operators and 
TABLE 5. THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM OPERATORS 6. AND THE 
CORRESPONDING COEFFICIENTS Q{ . 
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 2 A "*- A * x 
A 
I A 
| A A 
I i ; U 4 J y L y ^ L . + J U ) 
t^-^yl^S) 
1 A A 
A
 A A ^ A 1 A A A v 
i^4yA(f+i+H) 
1 A * 
A *> A /s A A A ^ ^ \ 
A * A A. i / A A A A \ 
C o e f f i c i e n t C^ 
4(A^C) 
-[(^)-»] 
U J - ( A - C ) 
J-(A + C ) - - A L L - VLR + AuR 
~ [ i ( A - + 0 ~ £ ] 4 - 3 A L L ~ 3 A L R 
- ^ ( A " C ) 4- £ , L - ^ 
X ( A + - < L ) - A S S - VSR + A S R 
_ T A+S _ B^ 4 3 X S S - 3 > S R 
-(^)+SS5-Ss , 
- 2 B +VL R4 2 A U 
- ( ^ O +v^ -AL* 
04-C) 4- SLR 
~ ^ B 4- ^ K - i -2XS R 
- T A + C) + 4 " As* 
(A - c ) 4- £S R 
2B+v,s - y I / ? - ^ H - 2 ( x L S - v « 
(A+n
 + i4-V^-V^-(xLs-U-
- ( A - c ) +S L S - ^ - * > * 
- > , « ) ' 
* ^ S * ) 
T 5 L .J Sj are the raising operators defined by 
J±=J^±iJf ; Li=L^^ ; S± = 4 ^ % (90) 
then the resulting operators 0- and their corresponding 
coefficients C^ in tterr take the form shown in 
TABLE 6. Note that the commutation relations for the 
A 
components of 3~ , expressed in the molecular frame, 
involve the anomalous sign of I ^ i/~Z . (See Van Vleck 
A 
£2.1 J ) # As a consequence, J^ becomes the lowering 
rather than the raising operator. 
4.3 FORM OF FUNCTIONS AND MATRIX ELEMENTS 
Using a method similar to Kopp and Hougen jTl7j 
we choose wavefunctions of the form 
\TK ; A 2 > S | J - K > [ L A > | S 2 : >
 ( 9 1 ) 
appropriate to Hunds case (a) where a l l the angular 
momenta are well-defined. Here the basis functions 
/JK;AZ*> are simple products of the t o t a l angular 
momentum part | J"K^ >
 9 a n e lec t ron ic o r b i t a l par t 
I L-A/> , an e lec t ron ic spin part |SZi)> and a 
v ib ra t iona l part / vy
 5 not exp l i c i t l y shown l. J" , L 
and S are the quantum numbers associated with the 
A A A 
resultant J", resultant L and resultant S operators, 
respectively. The projections K , A and X along 
the ^--axis of the molecule -fixed frame are considered 
as signed quantities. 
The phases of | J K ) , | L A ) and i S S )
 a r e 
chosen so that \3~]</ and |LA)> transform according to 
(20) and (62) respectively while j S2)> , having the 
same transformation properties as / J7<\ , follows 
the following transformations. 
C2}JS£> = (~0 ! s^> (92a) 
^ V(^))SS>=(-1) S^|S^> (92b) 




Then the operators given by (90) and the operators 
A
 , * A s\ A A 
T > J-* > L2" > L-z , S and S have the following 
r * > 
effects on their wavefunctions: 
j , |XK> = (j*±iJ^)\JKy = JTc^i)--\<i«^,\:rK'Tiy 
L±)bA>= ( U ± i ^ ) | LA>-v/L(L4i)_A(A±i) \lA±iy 
S±\$Zy~(S*± ^ ^ ) | S £ > Y ^ ( S 4 1 ) - £ ( 2 ^ ) ' I S 2 ± 1 > (93c) 
J^-JXK^^ X(J+1) |XK> 
i ; ) b A > = L ( L 4 1 ) / L A > 
S^/SZ) - S ( S 4 1 ) | S 2 > (93f) 
L^JLA> = A ( L A > 
SV|S£> = 2|S2> (93i) 
The results (93) are used to yield the matrix elements, 
obtained by using the basis functions J J7< ;A2^> 
The resulting diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements 
so obtained are shown in TABLE 7. For the molecular 
systems with zero resultant spin (S = 0), the diagonal 
and off-diagonal matrix elements become very much 
simplified; in fact, some of the off-diagonal matrix 
elements reduce to zero* Then for the zero spin case, 
since £ss* ^LS> <^ SR> ^LS, "*SR> ^SS* *LS> ASR> 
all reduce to zero, the energy matrix elements in 





these results (TABLE 8) can be used directly to 
calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for singlet 
states. 
4.4 THE EIGENFUNCTIONS AND ASSIGNMENT OF SYMMETRY 
SPECIES TO ROTATIONAL ENERGY LEVELS 
If *ip is to represent the total wavefunction 
x 
of a rotation-electronic state of energy E , then 
**-Z <„J J K ; A X > T a 
K,A, X 
= X < ^ x l T K > f L A > 1 S 2 : > (94) 
where CLK A x are the eigenvectors of the basis 
functions I JK ; A 2 ) , obtained for an energy level 
by diagonalizing the energy matrix. 
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TABLE 7 ENERGY MATRIX ELEMENTS 
< K',A?,2'lK,A,zy g <JK'>A'T'I H e g j J ^ v v r > 
Ti l A SOMA L E"LE"M£NTS ! 
+ [ - ( 4 £ - 8 ) + 3AS 5 -3A5^]Z!Z 
OFF -£>lAGOML l£L£M£N7S I 
< K ± 2 A , X | W ) , - t ( , - C ) < K ± 2 ] K ± i > < K i i | K > 
<
 K ± C*± 1,2 | K,/,S> = i [~ f ^ c ) + VL« - A,*]<K±1 / K></V ± £/*> 
< K* 1, A T l , 2 | K , A , S ^
 = X [ ( > - c ) + S"LR ]<K±l/K><A5:ljA^ 
<K, y\±2,Z| K / A , E > = i j ; - ^ ( A _ c ) -+SLL-^^]<A±2|A±1><^±/A> 
Note that for short-hand notat ion we have defined the 
following in TABLE 7. 
<K ' |K> = V W + O - K * 7 
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TABLE 8 ENERGY MATRIX ELEMENTS (SPIN = 0) 
Diagonal Elements: 
<K,A,2|K,A,2> = i(^c)[j(J+i)j 
- [ *±J=: -B] K2-f(A|-S--B)-3V + 3 \ j A x 
+ [ - 2 B + VLR + 2 A L K J KA 
Off-Diagonal Elements: 
MOTE THAT <^  K J !< y — Jj(T+l) - KK' 
<A' | A > = >JL{L + ijEAA' 
In view of the transformation proper t ies of 
I JK y , |LA)> and J S2?)> for the point group C , as 
i s evident from (20a) , (62a) and (92a), we find tha t 
where ^L s A + 2, ^ s the t o t a l e l ec t ron ic project ion 
along the ^ -axis of the molecule. (95) shows that 
under a two-fold ro ta t ion of the molecule about the 
3--axis , ^ wi l l be invariant i f K +TL ±s even; 
otherwise the wavefunction wi l l change to - ^ 
That i s , 
C „ ^ = $ / * r EVE-N (/<+ -O.)- VALUES (96a) 
£ TfT^-<^)T-/t7r OSJ) (K+n.) -~V*LUETS (96b) 
,7 
which implies (from character table in APPENDIX I) tha t 
IF (K + fl) is EVEN ; ^ is of sfieccs A± or Az ( g 7 a ) 
{F (K+fl) is OVD ; Tp z> o / sheetes B± or 3^ (97b) 
In order to further find out the conditions which 
could establish exactly the symmetry of ^\P in (9^a) 
and (97b), we consider another symmetry-element of the 
point group to which the molecule belongs. We consider 
A 
the r e f l ec t ion plane 6^ ^ ^ ) » which i s another 
element of the point group C . Then from (20b), 
(62c) and (92c), one finds that 
< T V ( W | : * ; A S > = ( - 0 ^ S I ^ - K > I L - A > | S - 2 : > (98) 
Then, 
k(l})f*=(-L)T+SZ **• + •* \?-« ••-*-*> (99a) 
Here we have two possibilities. Either (99a) is 
•¥ ^ r or - f . That is, 
f , W f T - ± J fl.TK/AjX | J - K ; A K > S ± f r (99l)) 
In order to satisfy th is condition, le t us f i r s t suppose 
that 
n 
X A , 2 
OLK.x = ^ Z c . - ^ r (99c) 
^ » '"; 
then (99a) becomes 
Similarly, if 
t * 
Q-K,*,? = ~ ^ x ^ z (99e) 
then, 
6;^J^ r=-f-l) T + Sf ^  (99f) 
Thus, the results given by (99) lead to the con-
clusion that 
Now from (99g) and the character table (APPENDIX I), 
we find that 
^An)f 
r
 + n £ T refers io specks A( *r B{ 
- fr refers ^ SflCA'tsAt. *r S 
Thus, the results (96), (97) and (99g), (99h) establish 
the criteria for assigning the symmetry species to each 
rotational energy states. The criteria is summarized 
in TABLE 9. Note that a complete symmetry of an 
electronic state is obtained by multiplying the above 
established symmetry with that of the core. Also, for 
singlet states (S = 0), we can readily get exactly the 
same criteria by merely replacing T + S and K + - ^ 
in TABLE 9 by J" and K +A. , respectively. Simi-
larly, the replacements (in TABLE 9) of T+5 by J* 
and K 4- -fi- by K gives the criteria for purely rota-
tional states. The resulting conditions for the 
symmetry of rotational states are the same as those 
already given in TABLE 1 (Chapter 2), 
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TABLE 9 CRITERIA FOR ASSIGNING THE FULL MOLECULAR 
SPECIES TO THE ROTATION-ELECTRONIC STATES 























4.5 THE THEORY OF RELATIVE TRANSITION INTENSITIES 
In this section, expressions for the line strengths 
and the corresponding relative intensities are obtained 
for rotation-electronic dipoie transitions. Electric 
dipoie transitions are governed by the matrix elements 
<7|Mz|i> (100) 
where ( i y and <(-f / are respectively the initial and 
final rovibronic states between which transitions take 
place. ^ 2 ^ having symmetry species A2, is the space-
fixed Z -component of the dipoie moment ju . In order 
to be non-zero, the integral (100) must be totally 
symmetric. Then, 
r(f) x r fO = Az (101) 
where P( i) and T ( / ) are the i r reducib le representa-
t ions of the i n i t i a l and f ina l s t a t e s ji y and <(-f { 
respec t ive ly . 
Let us now write 
liy^^evr^ feirfr (102a) 
where ^e7r i s the complete vibronic par t and ^r 
i s the ro t a t i ona l p a r t . The e lec t ron ic port ion of the 
f ina l s t a t e must be separated in to a core , which may 
be included with the v ib ra t iona l p a r t , and a single 
electron s t a t e which must be combined with the r o t a -
t iona l p a r t . That i s , 
)/>= ftVr=f<L v "fJr (l02b) 
/ 
-v 
we thus see that (101) may be rewritten as 
Assuming y ^ and r^r to be totally symmetric 
or 
lrmxre;]xr; = Az (103) 
er * r-
Note that f^  and '
€r represent the initial and final 
states1 "rotational" symmetries given by our previously 
discussed rules. The complete state symmetries are 
given by Fr and £^£ X f^r for the initial and 
final states respectively. 
Now with the choice of rotation-electronic wave-
functions given by (94), consistent with our assumption 
for vibrational states, let iL and np be the 
wavefunctions of the initial and final states of 
energies E and E respectively between which 
transitions are considered, then the dipoie transition 
moments are given by 
K",A'X (105) 
K', A', r' 
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where /^j is the space-fixed Z -component of dipoie 
moment /^  ; <f are appropriate functions of the 
direction cosines and [^
 r represents the components 
of a spherical tensor of rank unity (see (35) in 
Chapter 2). The expression given by the right hand side of (105) 
is general in the sense that it includes both,the orbital and 
the electronic §pin. Then the line strength f S ] T / is 
given by the spatial average (see Lepard [l3] ): 
ts]j,'.'i<Tp^j,j/pizi'*''fj';>i<'=^M|:" doe) 
where 
., K;A';T" *,XZ 
K^2' <10?> 
where /TV"; A"r")> and j J'K'; A'Z1 '> are the 
rotation-electronic basis functions for the initial 
and final states of combination. Then in view of (91) 
we can write 
«':A';X; dos ) 
K', A', 2^ T 
where A j - ^ J-'-J"=O,±I a.nJ r = A K = K ' ^ H ±1. 
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Since /^  is an orbital function, the electronic 
integral has a value only when AS ~ ^Z ~° , 
Then from (108), we may rewrite (106) in the form 
V 3 
*;*;z; (109) 
The corresponding expression for the relative inten-
sities for the dipoie transitions can be written as 
a" 1 J" - £/T * . 
W j ' s % ( : 2 J ^ ) e ' I-SJT' (110) 
where 
X^  = Frequency of absorption. 
H - Nuclear statistical weight for the initial 
state. 
r- - 1 
t = Energy of the lower s t a te in cm 
T*= T / / i 2 £ \ ~ T / ( S e c o n d RsLdiation Constant) 
T * Temperature in absolute un i t s (°K). 
For the t r a n s i t i o n s involving s ingle t s t a t e s only, 
(109) and (110) reduce to 
K
"A" (111) 
K' A', AK 
and , 
-E/r* r^nJ" W T J > ^ (aj4-Oe - f ^ , (112) 
The non-vanishing rotational matrix elements are given 
in TABLE 2 (Chapter 2) while the non-vanishing electronic 
matrix elements are determined by requiring the elements 
/ A. \ l^ AK I -^  y to be totally symmetric. 
4.6 RELATIVE INTENSITIES FOR THE SINGLET-SINGLET 
TRANSITIONS TO 3 £ -COMPLEX 
The transitions between the ground state and the 
excited electronic states corresponding to L = 1 are 
governed by (111) and (112) where -A = 0, ± 1. Since 
the overall symmetry of the ground electronic state is 
taken as totally symmetric, then l-A J> =s | -^cy/ — \A±y 
for the ground rovibronic state, l^^y indicates the 
ground electronic state. Then (111) reduces to 
ts]j, =4 ;r o-v <T'K ' |£„iT*O[ ^,.^-ii M.K|AI> 
K" K l * « 
+ a^' < o | M A ' > + ^ ' ' i < 1 " i " f A , > ^ (113) 
The symmetry conditions for non-zero integrals <0VV/A*K/A^> 
are examined below. We must use the complete symmetry 
of the levels and thus the Fer of the upper state 
must be multiplied by F 
core 
CASE (I): Ba MOLECULAR CORE 
We use the symmetry elements 5" ( *-^- ) and 
A 
6"v(fy)* The components of dipoie moment transform 
as follows: 
A 
V^ ( * > ) f * ± = \l^ ( l l4a ) 
M ^ )/^o - P-o ( l l^b) 
<5V( * >-)M± ="M+ (115a)' 
M ^ ^ " ^ o = /** (115b) 
The upper s t a t e ( i . e . the excited s t a t e ) e l ec t ron ic 
funct ions, including the B^ molecular core , transform 
as 
i(xy)\ A > - (" 1 ) A / - A > (116) 
Gjn)\ A > - - I - A > (117) 
where, for the sake of b rev i ty , the e lec t ron ic functions 
are defined by | L A ^ = | A ) > . Then from (114), (115), 
(116) and (117) one finds that 
%(*•*)<-1\ Ho \Aty = ~{±\^o\Aty (118a) 
i(f})<~i\ H° u > = ~ < i [ ^ o / v (u8b) 
£(**)< 0 j ^ 0 | A*> - <o I/M *i> (119a) 
iinK-Ol H,\\>--<°ll*'lA±> (H9b) 
£ ( * » < l i ^ l A ^ - f l / M ^ (120a) 
%toK il//J^>--<-1f^M*> (120b) 
5 ( ^ X - i / ^ l A,> = - < 4 / f ^ M i > (121a) 
^(^J<-li H±\ ^>= ^ ^ V <121b> 
%(**)< o | ^ / A > = <0\H\A±y (122a) 
6-(y$) <OJH±. \Ai/~<0\ H*\ A I > (122b) 
&Jty) <±\ H±\Atym-<-llHijAiy (123a) 
%(n)<i\H\Al> = < " i l M ^ / ^ > (123b) 
A A 
Since the effect of ^( X^ -) and %^7f) on 
<~iJM°Ml> l s t h e s a m e in (H8a) and (118b), 
each of (118a) and (118b) must be equal to the operand 
<C~lj H»\ A i\ in order that this matrix element be 
non-zero. Note that the use of the C operator or 
the identity operator does not add any new information 
and, therefore, their use will be redundant. Only two 
of the four molecular point group elements are suffi-
cient here. 
We conclude, therefore, that 
<-lJ/M*i>==-<*)/^iAi>^° (124a) 
(120a) and (120b) together also lead to the same r e s u l t 
(124a). S imi la r ly , to be non-vanishing, (119a) and 
(119b) each must be equal to <Co \ Ho j Aty . But here 
the effect of £ ( *J-) and 6^ ( fy ) on <0\H°\Aiy 
give opposite signs to the same resu l t ing quan t i ty . 
This implies that 
< 0 | Ho ) A i > - 0 024b) 
In a similar fashion, for the equations (121a), 
(121b), (122a), (122b) and (123a), (123b) we conclude 
t h a t 
< - l ] ^ ± M i > = < / l / M ^ M i > ^ ° (124c) 
<o\ ^+ |Ai> = <b) H-lAty^o (124d) 
where (124c) is obtained independently by the pairs of 
equations (121a), (121b) and (123a), (123b). Thus we 
have established that on the basis of symmetry require-
ments some of the matrix elements do reduce to zero. 
Now, our next step is to see if the non-zero matrix 
elements are real or imaginary. For this purpose a time 
A 
reversal operator Q± is introduced here which, by 
giving the complex conjugate of the operand, decides 
whether a quantity (i.e., an operand) is real or ima-
ginary depending upon whether the quantity under consi-
deration remains invariant or changes sign. 
We assume a choice of phase so that the lower state 
and also the upper state core are each represented by 
real functions, then, from spherical harmonies we see 
that orbital functions obey 
4lA>^(-l)A|_A> (125) 
Therefore, from (125) and (124a), one obtains 
e ^ l M ^ ) ^ " <4|^Ml>=<-^oMl> (126) 
which implies that (~i \ Y° ) At) Is real. That is 
<(~±\ H°Wy = - (ilH°l^i}~ REAL-
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(127) 
Again from (125) and (124d), one obtains 
4<°l H+1 Ai) = <o| \L- Mi> = <°I ^ A * (128) 
which implies that 
< O J j U + M i > « < 0 | M . | A l ) « ^EAL (129) 
Thus we summarize our conclusions as follows 
<r±\^o\A±y = - < ( i | / ^ 0 [ A i ) = REAL ^4o 
< - l | ^ ± M i ) = < l | K + l ^ i > = o 
<0\ Ho\A±y^o 
In view of the r e s u l t s (130), the expression for the l ine 
strengths of spec t ra l absorption l i n e s , (113), becomes 
+ aIu,o<:r'K' i'lil:r"'<"><0l'x-/^> 




Now (131) can be reduced further so that one can deter-
mine the components of JLL , in the molecule -fixed 
frame, which are active in each matrix element. Conse-
quently, the selection rules for transitions can be set 
forth in terms of the symmetry species of electronic 
energy states. 
It is useful to note that the electronic integrals 
in (131) may be expressed in terms of purely electronic 
states |x.> , I y y and j *>> defined by (58). These 
relations may be combined with those given for u+ and 
fl0 by (34) to yield 
<oI^Mi> = <f>|^/A1> ( l 3 2 a ) 
<°lM A*> = k <^l /M *i> * 4 ^ ' ^ , / 4 l > (132b) 
(ilPtlA.y^^^i ^\Aly^^(^j^jAiy 
*L<ylFflAi>±L^lfAylAi^ (132d) 
^ I ^ I ^ / ^ ^ T i ^ / ^ j / ^ , ) (i32e) 
The states |X-)> , | ^  )> and J >\ are of symmetry species 
A15 A2 and B- respectively, for a core of symmetry 
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species B1. Since f1* , f**t , /^ are of symmetry B1 
B2, An, respectively, the right hand side of the above 
equations reduces to one non-zero totally symmetric 
term. These may be written, using (130), as follows: 
^ I ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ I M ^ ) ^ ^ ) (133a) 
± < ± l | f * o | A i ) = ^ ^ I ^ M i > 3 ^ { ^ ) (133b) 
K* 
where <f/^ xV and \Hy) a r e r e a l . 
Then by making use of the r e s u l t s (133) i n (131 ) , 
we ob ta in 
(134) 
Note that the existence of {H^y &n^ {M^ implies, 
ignoring rotation, purely electronic transitions to 
states D A-. and C B^. However, unlike the previous 
treatment (Chapter 2)
 9 both <fA(^ /> and ^ f^Cy participate 
in the transition to each state, as is evident from (134)# 
In order to investigate the effect of both moments 
participating in a given transition, we shall consider 

















The actual case, to be determined by examination of the 
experimental spectra, should He within the above cases. 
Then for the case (a), only ftx, terms will be non-zero 
while for the case (b), f^x. terms will be non-zero. In 
cases (c) and (d), both the terms will exist in (134) 
and, therefore, there will be a mixture of transitions 
involving uK and jl^ both. Thus for: 
CASE I (a): 
K" 
CASE I (b): 
[*] 
J
 = A 
j-.' 6 
\-> r A.,(A-,o<^'Klil^JJK 
K" 
+ aZul0<s'K%iii,j"K"y)\ 
CASE I (c): 
(135b) 
w«- til <?;{&.$,*'-iw™><$**f-l'V) •J' 
CASE I (d): 
K" 
+
 «<-,i- a T K ; - i ) { ^ " l i | J"^">] (135c) 
+ (<;,1-A,_1)<JV'//JJ"K">] (155d) 
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CASE (II): B MOLECULAR CORE 
In the case where a molecular core symmetry B is 
involved, we adopt exactly a similar procedure as for 
the molecular core B- (CASE (1)). However, since the 
ground state is assumed to have the symmetry A. as before, 
the transformations of j' A /
 9 with the molecular core B2 
included, will be 
£(**)|^)=-(-0'V-A> (136a) 
which, together with the use of time reversal operator 
A 
&,f , give the results 
<o|M.|A*>-° y
 (1J7) 
^OJ jU+ ] A i ^ > = - < 0 ] / U ^ l ^ ! ^ ^ IMAGINARY *fi 0 
The symmetry species of the electronic states %']x.y , 
| °<y and | 'tjy , with the molecular core B2 included, 
become A2, A^ and B2, respectively. The (137) may be 
written, when reducing (132) as before, as follows: 
where <^fU^/y and <fA^ are purely imaginary. Then, the 




Since both ^/^) and ^J.) are imaginary, we may simply 
use, instead, real numbers in the formula (139). 
CASE (III): Ax MOLECULAR CORE 
In this case, with the core A., included, we have 
£*(*»|A>= (-l)Al-^> (UOa) 
K (**)!*> = l-^> (14o-b) 
which when used in combination with the time reversal 
operator 0+ on the purely electronic matrix elements 
give the results 
<-i/f<.|A1> = <'i|/*.|Ai>-o 
< o | fAo\Aty^REAL^0 ^ ( U 1 ) 
< - i ] / ^ ± | A i > - - < l | f t ^ M i ) = ^ E : A i ' ^ < 
<o| J*+|Ai> =<&!/*-l*t>=o 
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The symmetry species of the electronic states / £/", 
I If) and j"}) , with the molecular core symmetry A, 
included, are B1, B2 and Als respectively. Then (l4l) 




where <>,>= <xij/*x^) and ^//^ = /<>//^,M*> 
are purely real. Then, the expression for the line 
strength, from (113), (141) and (142) becomes 





« H i - <-+i,-.)<''«*+1l£ I J * ^ } ^ 
+{a<0<J''c" ,^'J"K">}<^>ll <1«> 
Here we note that <Cf*x)>, (l^y} and <^M^) are all real 
quantities.Also we note that all the components of 
participate in the transition for a totally symmetric 
molecular core. 
CASE (IV): A MOLECULAR CORE 
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Here, with the core Ap included, we have 
^(*>)K>=-(-l/M-A> 
which, on using the time reversal operator Q, , give 
the results 
<- l JNjAt> = < l | ^ . ( A i ) = 0 
<oi HojAiy = o 
<-ij H± I Ai> - <i 1 H + M*) = ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ° 




We find that the symmetry species of the electronic 
states \%y , | ^ -^ and i ~^y > with the molecular core 
A2 included, are B2, B^ and A2, respectively. Then (1^5) 
may be written, when reducing (132) as before, as follows: 
<i|^±|*i>=<-l|f*=F|/4i> 
= -|-<^x>± L(^y (146) 
where <^)-<V|^*| A t) and <j^> - t <* ] /^ | Ai) 
are purely imaginary. Then, from (113), (1^5) and (146), 







Thus, we see that both the moments <(H*y and <f/^) 
participate in the transition when the molecular core Ap 
is involved. Also both <jW*) and \f^)involved in the 
transitions in (1^7) are imaginary. However, we may 
simply use, instead, real numbers in the formula because 
the absolute value of the entire sum is involved. 
5. "3P-C0MPLEX" CALCULATIONS FOR THE tTB-. 
AND DXAL BANDS OP WATER X 
3.1 THE ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS 
The rotation -electronic interaction theory, presented 
in Chapter 4, includes the various interaction terms 
explicitly. This requires the use of numerical values 
for the "deperturbed (/-uncoupled) rotational constants" 
in the expressions for the energy matrix elements given 
in TABLES 7 and 8 for the general spin case and the sing-
let spin case respectively. For a p-complexf JL =lf the 
electronic interaction constants A L L and £TL must also 
be specified. We shall ignore the other interaction con-
stants. Those interaction constants which involve spin 
are not in any case defined for the singlet case in which 
we are interested. Values for the orbit-rotation con-
stants ATR °jn an(i IR a r e no"t available. Values could, 
of course, be obtained by a non-linear least squares fit 
to the frequencies of the transitions in the spectra. 
5.2 CALCULATIONS OF INTERACTION CONSTANTS 
From Eq (?) of Raynes [20] we write the o r b i t - o r b i t 
effects as 
= ^ ~ ( X L L - S L 0 L " X - ( > L L ^ 5 L L S ) L ^ + 2XLLL^ (148) 
where we have replaced (X and..'|2> by \ r and L T respectively 
and have also included a purely electronic energy £ . 
Creutzberg and Hougen [5] have given an equivalent formu-
lation for the triplet case. This, when written for our 
case of L = 1 rather than S » 1, is given by 
= £x + £>+£> - ej.\-e^ -£^\ (^ 9) 
On comparing (148) and (149), we find that 
£ = £ x + £ 2 + £ y ( l 5 0 a ) 
d y = *LL +SLL (150c) 
£ ^ = _ 2 X L L (150d) 
Then from (150), we find tha t 
£ =£ x+£ y+£j,= 0 (151a) 
>LU=|((!X^^>)=--|:^^ (151b) 
XLL = - j ( ^ - f > ) (151C) 
A redundancy condition such as that given above in 
(151a) is of course expected since only two parameters, 
such as Aj^ and &Tjf are required to describe the inter-
action. This redundancy condition permits us to rewrite 
(151b) and (151c) in terms of electronic energy differences 




eiL±hr^^ = £*±hz*!& d52a) 
6 6 
£, - L.ff c \ (152b) 
Bell[l] and Johns [l t] have given the values of the 
effective electronic energy differences between the D A^, 
and C B-, electronic states and between the D A-, and Ap 
electronic states for both H20 and DpO ( (85a) and (85b) 
in Chapter 3). Then from (73) one obtains the purely 
electronic energy differences as follows: 
£*-£y = (£<#*.-^*fj)+ (B-c) (153a) 
£y „t^ (e^ - £e/F>) + ( B _ A ) ( 1 5 3 b ) 
The expressions (153), on using (85a), (85b) and the 
numerical values of the deperturbed rotational constants 
A, B, C (which are represented by A1, Bf, Cf in TABLE 4). 
give the purely electronic energy differences for HgO and 
DpO as follows: 
FOR H20: 
-i 
cm £*-£y= I43S-IT 
d^-£y=-3S0Z-4& 
F -F = - 5 0 4 0 . 6 : 3 cm- j 
- I 
cm 
- i (154a ) 
FOR D20 
CKtt t
 x _ < 5 , = 1324.95 
f -F
 n - -2207-04 cm 
f _ f - -3531.97 cm (154b) 
Substitution of the results (154a) in (152) gives 
the orbit-orbit interaction constants ^ TT and STT for 
jjjj JJIJ 
H20. Similarly, the values of ^ x and£rr f o r D2° a r e 
obtained by using (154b) in (152). The results are 
summarized in TABLE 10. 
5.3 COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OF ENERGIES 
It has been found convenient to centre the energy 
levels about the quantum numbers J=0, K=0 andA^O. If 
we add the three diagonal elements corresponding to 
A»Of -1 for J=0 and K~0 then, the average (i.e., one-third) 
of such a sum is 
[f (A + B+c) - 2VLRJ (155) 
This can be verified from the expression for the diagonal 
matrix elements given in TABLE 8. Thus, on adding 
~[*§ (^+5 + c ) ""* 2 L* J to the right hand side of the 
expression for the diagonal matrix elements in TABLE 8, we 
find that the result for L = 1 is 
= f [A+C][T(:T41)] -[*£•- B]Kz-[ (*±& - B ) - 3ALLf 3 L^/,]A2 
+ [-234 V L R + 2^LI?]KA + S.[ d±S, _ BJ - 2 A L L + 2AL/? (156) 
Thus (156), when used as the diagonal matrix elements, 
centres the energy levels about J = 0 and K » 0. 
In order to calculate the rotation-electronic energies 
for the three electronic states C B,, D A, and Ap of the 
3p-complex of Rydberg, the values of the interaction con-
stants r\ &,i^ are Set io zero because they are not available 
as yet. A computer programme has been developed which by 
using the diagonal matrix elements (156) and the off-diagonal 
elements given in TABLE 8, diagonalizes the matrix to give 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the rotational bands in 
- "1 " \ 1 
the three electronic states C B,, D A . and Ap. It is to 
be noted that because of the presence of three bands, the 
matrix size for a total quantum number J will be 
3 [(2J*1) x (2J+l)J . The results are obtained for both H20 
DpO. True values of the rotational energies in the various 
electronic states are obtained by adding the appropriate 
band origins (TABLE 10). Since we have found that the tran-
1 
sitions to Ap level are very weak compared to those of 
C B1 and D A^, the rotational energies for A? electronic 
state are not listed. The energies of rotation-electronic 
.—"I '"I 
states for C B. and D A. bands for HpO as well as DpO are 
listed in Tables IV.1 and IV.2 in APPENDIX IV. 
TABLE 10 
BAND ORIGINS AND INTERACTION CONSTANTS FOR HpO AND DpO 
Band Origin 
^ U L 







-144.64833 c w " 
-1755.015 c ™ ' ! 
5.4 COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS OF RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF ELEC-
TRIC DIBOLE TRANSITIONS 
Computer programmes for the Burroughs B6700 System 
have been developed to compute the relative intensities of 
electric dipoie transitions from the ground rotation-elec-
tronic states X A1 to the p-complex Rydberg states in HpO 
and 1 DpO molecules. That is, transitions from the X A1 
4~ 1 W1 
band to all the three rotational bands in C B,, D A . and 
1 Ap electronic states are considered. The molecular core 
of HpO as well as that of DpO is of symmetry B-. in both the 
ground and the excited states. Therefore, the expression 
(134) for the line strengths and hence the relations (135) 
for the various ratios of dipoie components <f/^ *)and ^ft^y 
are used to calculate the corresponding relative intensitie 
The numerical values of the eigenvalues and the correspon-
ding eigenvectors used here have been calculated and stored 
in the initial stage of this programme for both the ground 
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"1 
state X A1 and the p-complex Rydberg states. The numerical 
values of A and bj^ for the final states of HpO and DpO 
used in these calculations are given in TABLE 10, while the 
values of both the deperturbed rotational constants and the 
rotational constants in the ground rotation-electronic 
^1 
states X A1 are given in TABLE 4 (Chapter 3)* 
The selection rules are brought into effect by first 
assigning and storing the symmetry species to the initial 
and final states, consistent with the criteria given in 
TABLE 1 (Chapter 2) and TABLE 9 (Chapter 4) respectively, 
in the form of symmetry codas, established by calling two 
separate subroutines. It is to be pointed out that the 
codes for the final states have been assigned such that 
the molecular species B. are included. A third subroutine 
then changes the already stored symmetry codes of rotation-
al states in the p-complex Rydberg states to those of the 
initial states for which transitions are allowed as deter-
mined by the selection rules (103)• The nuclear statisti-
cal weights to the energy levels are attached as described 
in SECTION 3.4 (Chapter3). 
The results so obtained for line positions in HpO and DpO 
are listed in TABLES IV.1 and IV.2 respectively. Also, 
"1 "1 
the corresponding relative intensities for C B., DA.bands 
for the various ratios of electronic dipoie moment compo-
nents are given in TABLES V.l, V.2 for H20 and in TABLES'- V.3 
and V.4 for D20. The relative intensities [l]jt X 10<0.5 
are not listed. The relative intensities of dipoie transitions 
to the Ap electronic state are extremely weak(from 10 
to 10"" ) and therefore not listed. 
in order to give an overall picture of the rotati-
*~1 
onal line positions and relative intensities in C B. and 
~1 
D A1 bands of v HpO, graphical plots of the spectra are 
carried out in the form of theoretical stick spectra for 
all the three cases of dipoie components1 ratios for the 
C B. band. However, for D A. band , stick spectrum for 
only one case, riz., <([A^y : < 7 ^ ~ 1 : 0, ,is plotted 
because the other cases do not differ appreciably in the 
values of their relative intensities. This is evident" 
from fABLE V.2. Similarly, for DgO, the relative intensiti 
and line positions listed in TABLES V.3 and V.4 can be 
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6. DISCUSSION OP THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the application of our theory to 
H20 and D£0 are listed in TABLES IV. 1, IV.2, V.1, V.2, 
V.3 and V.4. These results, on comparing with those 
given in TABLES II. 1, II.2, III.1, III.2, III.3 and 
III .4* indicate that the line positions can be predicted 
to about the same accuracy by using the approximate method 
similar to that used by Creutzberg and Hougen[5]* This 
situation arises because the electronic levels in the 
p -complex are separated well enough so that;"the, 
interactions among them is weak* 
Approximate calculations of relative intensities 
assuming no interactions, are really not distinguishable 
from those of any of the three limiting cases of dipoie 
components1 ratios. There is, however, some evidence of 
interference effect. That is, some branches are slightly 
enhanced and some slightly weakened in their relative 
intensities when comparing one case to another. The effect 
can be expected to be enhanced when strong interactions 
are involved. However, for weak interactions, we see 
that the intensities show little departure from the usual 
rigid rotor case where no interactions are assumed. 
Our results are also presented in the form of 
theoretical stick spectra, given by PIGS. 4 ,5, 6 and 7, 
along ,with the experimental results supplied by 
113 
Dr. J.W.C. Johns (Private communication T 2 T ] ) for the 
C B1 band of HgO, shown in PIG.8. Comparison of the 
theoretical and experimental spectra seems to show a 
qualitative agreement. Agreement is close, as should be, 
since the logarithmic response of the photographic plate, 
used to record the spectrum, tends to compensate for the 
exponential absorption law so that the intensities should 
be roughly proportional to the absorption coefficients or 
line strengths and is thus comparable to our calculated 
relative intensities. 
It is, however, very clear that if calculations 
are carried out for higher Rydberg states (e.g.,^-1, 
/.=2f X~39 etc.) the interactions are expected to become 
more and more significant with increasing JL values, and 
the effect will appear in terms of change© in the 
intensity distribution. Therefore, in view of the present 
findings , it is suggested that calculations of energies 
and relative intensities be carried out in order to see 
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Rotat ion-Electronic Enery Levels of the X % , t \ and D 4At States 
of H20 








EXCITED STATE D 'A, 
Energy Energy 
Level -, 
























2_ 1 0697.44 2_-, 2135.65 
2Q 095.21 










































3 3 2363.76 
4 _ 4 2261.61 
225.07 4_3 0829.63 4_3 2267.66 
APPX I I TABLE I I . 1 (Continued) 
GROUND STATE X V EXCITED STATE t \ EXCITED STATE D K 
J V E"<cm-'; J ^ / E'(cm-i) j> E'(cm-') 
4_2 276.01 4_2 80869.83 4_2 82310.14 
4_1 300.89 4_1 0897.19 4_ ] 2349.26 
4Q 316.47 4Q 0907.73 4Q 2358.72 
41 384.52 41 0976.17 4-, 2449.84 
42 2450.33 
43 2586.56 
4 4 2586.57 
5
 c 2357.31 
-5 
5_4 327.10 5_4 0922.71 5_4 2360.70 
5_3 400.58 5_3 0981.39 5_3 2423.24 
5_2 2453.90 
5_1 2473.80 














































































APPX I I TABLE I I . l (Continued) 
GROUND STATE X % 







6 ] 0763.19 
0764.25 
6 3 0903.63 
6 4 0903.66 
6C 1076.38 
5 



























































































































APPX II TABLE I I . 1 (Continued) 
118 
GROUND STATE X A, 
j . E" (cm~') 
7 3 1074.92 
EXCITED STATE C B, 
T'f E'(cm~') 
7 3 81606.44 
EXCITED STATE D A, 
J-'x' B'icm-1) 
7 3 83150.39 
7 4 1246.58 7 4 1772.21 7 4 3364.72 
7 5 1246.58 75 1772.21 7 5 3364.72 
7 6 1450.89 7 6 1969.01 7C 3618.75 
6 
7 ? 1450.89 7 ? 1969.01 7 y 3618.75 
8_ 8 0746.15 8_ 8 1306.26 8_ 8 2743.82 
8_7 0746.22 8_7 1306.42 8_ y 2744.23 
8_6 0887.02 8_6 1423.91 8 r 2874.84 
-6 
8_5 0889.32 8_ 5 1428.05 8_5 2883.74 
8_4 0990.14 8_4 1504.80 8_4 2960.42 
8_3 1012.13 8_3 1534.79 8_3 3010.31 
8_2 1058.75 8_2 1564.27 8_2 3034.27 
8_1 1131.88 8_1 1645.64 8_1 3150.00 
8„ 1141.57 
o 
8Q 1650.16 8n 3152.74 
o 
81 1271.23 8 ] 1779.86 8-, 3323.68 
82 1271.99 82 1780.13 82 3323.81 
83 1441.83 83 1944.84 83 3537.28 







8y 1881.16 8y 2368.24 8? 4084.02 
APPX I I 
GROUND STATE ' X ' A , 
T" 
•J rr" ©"Ccm-) 
8g 1881.16 
TABLE II. 1 (Continued) 
EXCITED STATE tf'B, 
J'x, E'(cm-) 
8 8 82368.24 
EXCITED STATE D A, 
8g 84084.02 
119 
9_g 0923.18 9_g 1468.66 9_9 2906.12 
9_8 0923.21 9_8 1468.73 9_8 2906.31 
9_y 1084.69 9_7 1604.49 9_7 3058.79 
9_6 1085.70 9 , 1606.56 
-6 
9_6 3063.82 
9_5 1212.03 9_5 1705.59 9_5 3165.42 
9_4 1224.83 9_4 1725.68 9_4 3202.66 
9_3 1296.07 9_3 1773.05 9_3 3243.12 
9_2 1353.00 9_2 1841.62 9_2 3346.26 
9_1 1374.21 9_1 1852.15 9_1 3352.90 
9„ 1493.27 
o 
9Q 1975.76 9 3519.35 
o 
91 1495.76 1976.67 91 3519.80 
92 1662.42 92 2139.65 92 3731.93 
9 3 1662.55 9 3 2139.69 9 3 3731.94 
9 4 1864.68 9 4 2335.12 94 3984.82 
95 1864.68 9 5 2335.12 3984.82 
96 2099.76 96 2561.77 96 4277.58 
9y 2099.76 9 ? 2561.77 96 4277.58 
9g 2367.18 9g 2819.27 9g 4609.90 
9 g 2367.18 9 g 2819.27 9g 4609.90 
10_10 1118.77 10_1Q 1648.12 10_10 3085.29 
APPX II TABLE II.1 (Continued) 
GROUND STATE X A, 
Jr„ E"(crA-) 
10_9 1118.78 
EXCITED STATE C B, 
T V £'(cm-<) 
10_g 81648.15 
EXCITED STATE TJ 'A, 
T V £ ' (orr ' ) 
10_g 83085.38 
10_g 1300.49 10_g 1801.59 10_g 3258.86 
10_7 1300.91 10_7 1802.57 10_7 3261.55 
10 , 1451.26 
-6 
10_6 1923.49 10 c 3388.95 
-6 
10_5 1457.98 10_5 1935.75 10_5 3414.76 
10_4 1556.99 10_4 2004.68 10_4 3476.36 
10_3 1597.63 10_3 2059.11 10_3 3564.44 
10_2 1636.84 10_2 2080.07 10_2 3578.44 



























106 2343.31 10g 2777.22 10g 4492.99 
107 2609.99 10y 3034.26 107 4824.92 
108 2609.99 10g 3034.26 10g 4824.92 
109 2908.96 10g 3322.10 10g 5196.38 
1010 2908.96 1010 3322.10 1010 5196.38 
1 1 ^ 1332.91 l l _ n 1844.67 11 _ n 3281.37 
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APPX I I 























1 ] 1 
n2 
] 1 3 
1 ] 4 
] 1 5 
] 1 6 
] 1 7 
1 ] 8 


























TABLE I I . 1 (Continued) 
EXCITED STATE 1 *B, 
J V E ' (W ' ) 
1 1 _ 1 0 81844.68 
11_9 2015.44 
11_ 8 2015.89 
11_ 7 2157.49 
11_6 2164.37 
11_5 2257.26 
11_ 4 2297.51 














11 6 3271.14 
11 7 3271.14 
l l g 3558.54 
11 9 3558.54 
1 1 1 0 3876.73 
11
 n 3876.73 
J"t £'(crr>-') 
1 1 _ ] 0 83281.41 
11_ 9 3475.26 




1 1 _ 4 3804.13 





1 ^ 4188.42 
112 4439.01 





l l g 5061.78 
11 7 5061.78 
l l g 5432.87 
11 9 5432.87 
1 1 1 0 5843.47 
1 1 ^ 5843.47 
APPX II TABLE II.2 




































































































EXCITED STATE D 1A1 
Energy Energy 
Level -, 
























APPX I I TABLE 11.2 (Cont inued) 
GROUND STATE K7A, EXCITED STATE j [ V T EXCITED STATE frTAi 
energy Energy Energy Energy Energy Energy 
Level , Level , Level -, 
J'^H .E"(ai f ' ) J 'T . E'(cm_l) J 'T , E'(crri ) 
4_2 141.18 4_2 80877.07 4_2 82202.02 
4_1 158.12 4_] 0896.08 4_] 2224.82 
4 0 164.22 4Q 0900.01 4Q 2228.60 
4 1 206.13 4 ] 0943.34 4 ] 2279.15 
42 206.52 42 0943.53 4£ 2279.31 
43 270.69 43 1007.82 43 2353.58 
44 270.69 44 1007.83 44 2353.58 
5_5 169.22 5_5 0904.49 5_5 2227.79 
5_4 170.38 5_4 0906.28 5_4 2230.2 
5_3 205.18 5_3 0933.89 5_3 2259.19 
5_ 2 217.68 5 _ 2 0949.09 5_ 2 2277.89 
5_1 230.21 5_1 0957.43 5 , 2286.02 
5Q 267.83 5Q 0997.72 5 Q 2333.53 
51 269.32 5] 0998.46 5 ] 2334.18 
52 332.32 52 1062.11 52 24 07,86 
53 332.37 53 1062.13 53 2407.88 
54 415.24 54 1145.00 54 25.03..56 
55 415.24 55 1145.00 5g 25 03..56 
6_6 232.82 6_g 0962.37 6_g 2285.71 
APPX II TABLE II.2 (Continued) 




































































































































APPX I I TABLE I I . 2 (Cont inued) 
GROUND STATE X 7A7 EXCITED STATE % % EXCITED STATE I T A I 
Energy Energy Energy Energy Energy Energy 
Level -, Level -, Level , 
J';«. E'. ' tciif1) 0^., E l ( c n f ' ) J'T-. E'^cm"1) 
7 Q 493 .48 7Q 81203.89 7Q 82549.61 
71 494.37 7 ] 1204.23 7 ] 2549.88 
72 575.66 72 1286.24 72 2644.77 
73 575.69 73 1286.25 7 3 2644.78 
74 676.73 74 1387.37 74 2761.57 
75 676.73 75 1387.37 7g 2761.57 
I, 796.64 1, 1507.18 7, 2899.88 
6 6 6 
7 y 796.64 7 ? 1507.18 7? 2899.88 
8_8 388.69 8_8 1104.19 8_g 2427.29 
8_ ? 388.80 8_ ? 1104.34 8_ ? 2427.67 
8_6 458.91 8_g 1162.86 8_g 2490.10 
8_ 5 461.64 8_5 1167.74 8_ 5 2496.94 
8_4 506.79 8_4 1200.74 8_4 2530.24 
8_ 3 525.84 8_ 3 1225.96 8_ 3 2562.01 
8_2 542.70 8_2 1235.53 8_2 2570.66 
8_1 593.09 8_1 1291.49 8_ ] 2637.19 
8Q 595.57 8Q 1292.48 8Q 2637.98 
8 1 674.90 8 ] 1373.48 8 ] 2731.99 
80 675.04 80 1373.53 80 2732.02 
APPX II TABLE II.2 (Continued) 






























































































































































APPX II TABLE II.2 (Continued) 



















































































STATE X ^ T 
Energy 












































































































































































































































TABLE II.2 (Continued) 



















































































C B-, Transitions in H20 Calculated for <f/ux>= 1 

































































































*Values of [I]-,, x 10 less than 0.5 are not included in this 
table. 
APPX III TABLE 11 I.l (Continued) 
























































































































Branch J£« J'r, 





















































































































































































































































































TABLE III.l (Contin 
FREQUENCY 
_i 




























































































 r 7 c 























































Branch J",. J!.. 
X X 


















































-5 8 -6 













Branch J"r» J'r, 
TABLE III.l (Continued) 
FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY 
V (cm-1) E l ] j " x 10 
37 
9















APPX III TABLE III.2 
15 A, Transitions in H20 Calculated for 
(NO Electronic Interaction) 



































































































*Values of [ I ] j . x 10 less than 0.5 are not included in th i s 
tab le . 
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TABLE 111.2 (Cont im 
FREQUENCY 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 111.2 (Cont inued) 
FREQUENCY 







































































































































































C B-, Transitions in D?0 Calculated for<px)= 1 


































































































lJ" *Values of [In, x 10 less than 0.5 are not included in this table. 






















































































































Branch J"„ J', 
T t 



































































































































TABLE H i . J 
FREQUENCY 























































Branch J"„ J', 
T T 
























































































































































































Branch J"„ J', 











































































































































































































Branch J"„ J', 





























































































































































































































































Branch J % J ' , 
T T 

















































































































































































































































9 c 10 
-5 
158 
TABLE III.3 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY -RELATIVE INTENSITY 























APPX. I l l 
IDENTIFICATION 




















































4 9 - 5 
6 9 - 7 






^ l O 1 0 ^ 
1°. •410-3 






























































































APPX. Ill TABLE III.4 
D A1 Transit ions in dJd Calculated f o r < ^ > = 1 


































































































*Values of D ] J I x 10 less than 0.5 are not included in th i s 
tab le . 
























































































































APPX. I l l 
IDENTIFICATION 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE I I I . 4 
FREQUENCY 


















































Branch J"„ J\ 
X T 




























































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE I I I . 4 
FREQUENCY 



































































































































APPX. I l l 
IDENTIFICATION 


















































































































































































































TABLE I I I . ' 
FREQUENCY 





















































APPX. I l l 
IDENTIFICATION 































































































































































































































TABLE I I I . 4 
FREQUENCY 








































































^ 1 0 
1 0
-9 








































TABLE I I I . 4 ( 
FREQUENCY 














































~1 ^1 Rotation-Electronic Energy Levels of the C B, and D A, States of H20. 
(Electronic Interaction Included) 





































































































































EXCITED STATE D1A1 
























































TABLE IV.1 [L 




















































APPX. IV TABLE IV.1 (Continued) 
ENERGY LEVEL EXCITED STATE C1B] EXCITED STATE I)1 A] 




































































































































































" - 1 1 
" - 1 0 
" - 9 
" - 8 
" - 7 
" - 6 
" - 5 
" - 4 
" - 3 
H . 2 
" - 1 
" o 
TABLE IV. 1 (C( 


























EXCITED STATE ?J1A1 































1 ] 5 
1 ] 6 
] 1 7 
] 1 8 
1 ] 9 
] 1 1 0 
1]n 
TABLE IV. 1 (C 



























APPX.IV TABLE IV.2 
Rotation-Electronic Energy Levels of the'C B, and"5 A-, States of D20, 

































EXCITED STATE I)1 A 

























































































APPX. IV TABLE IV.2 (Continue) 
ENERGY LEVEL EXCITED STATE C1B] EXCITED STATE D1A1 









































































































































































































TABLE IV.2 (Continued) 































































































































] 1 1 
11 2 
1 ] 3 
TABLE IV.2 (Continued) 

























































1 ] 5 
] 1 6 
] 1 7 
1 ] 8 
H g 
1 ] 10 
n i l 
TABLE IV.2 









































































































for Various Rat ios <i"> 





























































> - o*> 




















619.1 0.5 0.6 
*Values of D ] j . x 10 less than 0.5 are not included for 
<^^>-</"*>= 0:1 and the corresponding cases of 1:0, 1:1 and 1 
in this table. 

























































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [I]j, x 10 
FOR <My> :</"*> 


































































Branch J'^« JL/ 
TABLE V. l (Continued) 
•1 "0 























RELATIVE INTENSITY £ l ] j , x 10 
FOR <t*y> •<?*> 





































































APPX V TABLE V.l (Continued) 
194 































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY DTj, x 10 
FOR <>?•> : < > * > 



































































APPX V TABLE V . l 
IDENTIFICATION 







































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ I ] j" x 10 










































































































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [Ijjj x 10 
FOR </">> : < > * > 







































































































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ i X j , x 10 
FOR 0 < J - > - 0 * > 





























































-6 534.7 1.2 1.2 1.2 
APPX V 
IDENTIFICATION 





















iJ" RELATIVE INTENSITY [I]j, x 10 
FOR </"*> : 0 * > 






















APPX V TABLE V.2 
r^A, Transit ions in H20 Calculated fo r Various Ratios <'M"Sr> : < 7 * * / > . 
(Electronic In teract ion) 
IDENTIFICATION 







•1 c l 
FREQUENCY 



















•RELATIVE INTENSITY [ r ] j " x 10 



























































*Values of £l]j. x 10 less than 0,5 are not included for 
\f*W : ^C/^v* = 1 "0 and the corresponding cases of 0:1, 1:1 and 
1 :-l in this table* 
APPX V 
IDENTIFICATION 
Branch J'L" J' 




- l 31 




- l 21 
J
-3 J - l 
3




























,0" RELATIVE INTENSITY [I]j, x 10 
FOR < M > > : 0*> 








































































Branch J"r» J^i 
TABLE V.2 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY 
p (cm" ) 
iJ" RELATIVE INTENSITY [I]j, x 10 
FOR 0>>=0*> 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 







































































































































































APPX V TABLE V.2 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 




























































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ I ] j ' ' x 10 
FOR </">> . '</"*> 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
1.1 - 1.3 1.0 
2.3 - 2.4 2.1 
2.8 - 2.9 2.8 
2.6 - 2.3 3.0 
2.2 - 1.9 2.5 
5.1 - 4.2 6.2 
1.2 - 1.0 1.5 
3.9 - 3.1 4.8 
0.5 - 0.4 0.6 
1.5 - 1.1 1.9 
0.5 - 0.5 0.5 
2.8 - 2.7 2.9 
12.0 - 11.4 12.6 
4.4 - 4.1 4.6 
2.1 - 1.8 2.4 
1.6 - 1.3 2.1 
2.2 - 1.7 2.7 
5.1 - 3.8 6.5 
1.6 - 1.2 2.2 
5.0 - 3.5 6.7 
1.3 - 0.8 1.8 
3.8 - 2.5 5.3 
1.0 - 1.4 0.7 
APPX V TABLE V.2 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 

































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [Ij'j" x 10 
FOR </**> ' W 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
1.6 - 2.0 1.2 
0.5 - 0.7 
1.5 - 1.8 1.2 
0.7 - 0.8 0.5 
1.0 - 1.1 0.9 
2.5 - 2.5 2.6 
7.8 - 7.7 8.0 
2.3 - 2.2 2.3 
0.5 - 0.5 0.6 
1.0 - 1.2 0.9 
0.8 - 0.9 0.7 
0.7 - 0.8 0.6 
3.5 - 3.8 3.2 
3.1 - 3.3 2.8 
5.7 - 5.9 5.5 
5.0 - 4.3 5.8 
3.6 - 3.0 4.3 
2.8 - 2.3 3.4 
1.1 - 0.9 1.4 
1.0 - 0.8 1.2 
1.4 - 1.1 1.8 
0.5 - - 0.6 
0.5 - - 0.7 
APPX V TABLE V.2 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 

































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [iT/j'! x 10 
FOR <^>y -'<>*> 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1 :-l 
0.9 - 0.8 0.9 
3.1 - 3.0 3.3 
9.8 - 9.2 10.4 
4.2 - 3.7 4.8 
2.7 - 2.1 3.4 
0.9 - 0.6 1.1 
2.6 - 1.8 3.5 
0.9 - 0.6 1.2 
0.5 - - 0.6 
2.0 - 1.3 2.9 
0.7 - - 1.0 
1.3 - 0.8 1.9 
0.5 - 0.7 
0.7 - 0.9 0.6 
1.0 - 1.2 0.8 
1.9 - 2.0 1.8 
0.6 - 0.6 0.6 
5.3 . - 5.3 5.4 
1.8 - 1.8 1.9 
1.4 - 1.6 1.1 
0.7 - 0.9 0.6 
0.6 - 0.6 0.5 
APPX V TABLE V.2 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 








































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ I ] j ! x 10 
FOR < 7 ^ > : < / " * > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1 : - l 
1.4 - 1.6 1.2 
0.7 - 0.8 0.7 
1.0 - 1.0 0.9 
0.8 - 0.7 1.0 
0.6 - 0.5 0.7 
0.6 - 0.5 0.8 
1.9 - 1.5 2.4 
1.7 - 1.3 2.2 
1.0 - 0.7 1.3 
6.4 - 6.0 6.7 
2.2 - 2.0 2.3 
2.0 - 1.8 2.1 
0.9 - 0.8 1.0 
0.5 - - 0.6 
1.1 - 0.8 1.5 
1.3 - 0.9 1.8 
1.0 - 0.6 1.4 
0.6 - - 0.9 
1.2 - 1.1 1.2 
1.0 - 1.1 1.1 
3.3 - 3.2 3.4 
0.7 - 0.9 0.6 
APPX V TABLE V.2 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 



































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ I ] j " x 10 
FOR <Ag-> -<Mx> 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1 : - l 
0.5 - 0.6 
1.2 - 1.3 1.1 
1.1 - 1.2 1.1 
0.8 - 0.7 1.0 
1.0 - 0.8 1.2 
0.9 - 0.7 1.2 
1.3 - 1.2 1.3 
3.8 - 3.6 4.0 
1.5 - 1.3 1.6 
0.7 - 0.5 0.8 
0.5 - - 0.6 
0.6 - 0.6 0.5 
1.8. - 1.7 1.8 
0.6 - 0.6 0.6 
0.5 - - 0.6 
2.0 - 1.9 2.1 
0.7 - 0.6 0.7 
0.7 - 0.6 0.7 
0.8 - 0.8 0.9 
0.9 0.9 1.0 
APPX. V TABLE V.3 
C B, Transitions in D?0 Calculated for Various Ratios <(7/>/' : <C/Wx/. 
(Electronic interaction) 
*RELATIVE INTENSITY \l]j" x 10 































































































































*Values-of [ I j j i x 10 less than 0.5 are not included for 
0 ^ > ^ : (\*?y = 0:1 and the corresponding cases of 1:0, 1:1 and 1:-1 
in the table. 
APPX. V 
IDENTIFICATION 
Branch J"„ J 1 , 
x X 
TABLE V.3 (Cont inued) 
FREQUENCY 
V (cm"1) 
i J " RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 
FOR <Hy> : <Hx.)> 
80779.4 


































































































APPX. V TABLE V.3 (Cont inued) 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY [ i j j " x 1 


































































































































































Branch J"„ J', 
T T 
TABLE V.3 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY 
^(cm"1) 
RELATIVE INTENSITY [i] JJ, x 10 




















































































































































APPX. V TA! 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 



















































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 




























































































































































BLE V.3 (Continued) 
iJ" RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 
FOR 0>>:<^*> 































































Branch J",, J ' , 
r T 
TABLE V.3 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY 
V (cm"1) 
RELATIVE INTENSITY [l]j, x 10 
FOR 0>>: <>*> 



































































































































































































V.3 (Cont inued) 

































































































APPX. V TABLE V.3 (Cont inued) 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j ' , ' x 10 
Branch J"„ J ' , ^ ( c m " 1 ) FOR < / " > > = < / ^ x > 






















































































































































Branch J" -,, 
TABLE V.3 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY 
V ( c m _ 1 ) 
i J " RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 


































































































APPX. V TABLE V.3 (Continued) 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY [ i ]j',' x 10 
Branch J"„ J \ Mem"1) FOR 0 > > : </Wx> 




























































































































































































































































BLE V.3 (Continued) 
RELATIVE INTENSITY [i]j',' x 10 
FOR o * * > : <M*y 




































































APPX. V TABLE V.3 (Continued) 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY [l]j" x 10 
Branch J"„ J1, V(cm_1) FOR < fi-fy : < M * > 






























































































































































































APPX. V TABLE 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 
Branch J \ J^. ^Ccm" ) 
8
- l 90 
82 93 
81 92 
8 4 95 





-2 8 - 3 
9
- l 8 -2 
9
-4 8 -5 
9
-3 8 - 4 
9
-5 8 -6 
9
-6 8 -7 
9
-7 8 - 8 
9
-2 9 -3 
9






-5 9 -4 
9
-8 9 -9 
9
























RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 








































































Branch J"„ J1, 
TABLE V.3 (Continued) 
FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY [l]j! x 10 


















































































































































































APPX. V TABLE V.3 (Continued) 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 
Branch J"„ J \ V(cm_1) FOR <M>> : < M *> 
X L 
























-5 1 0 -6 
1 0
-6 1 0 -5 
1 0
-7 1 0 -8 
1 0
-8 1 0 -7 
io.g ig 1 0 
ig10 io_9 
1 0





















































APPX. V TABLE V.4 
D A-. Transitions in D20 Calculated for Various Ratio <(}*•$? '• <^^y 
(Electronic interaction) 
FREOUENCY *RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j " x 10 
FOR </^>> i < M x > 
IDENTIFICATION 














- l ' - I 
2













































































r i J" 
*Values of [I J -,x10 less than 0.5 are not included for 
<H^>:<Kc^= 1:0 and the corresponding cases of l:l5v0:l and 1:-1 
in this table. 
APPX. V 
IDENTIFICATION 
Branch J"„ J 1 , 
T T 
TABLE V.4 (Cont inued) 
FREQUENCY RELATIVE INTENSITY [ i ] . , x 10 
Vtcm"1) FOR <^>> : O x > 




























































































































































APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 

















































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 
FOR < ^ > : < > * > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
5.8 - 5.9 5.8 
5.7 - 5.3 6.0 
4.5 - 4.1 4.8 
6.1 - 5.5 6.8 
1.9 - 1.6 2.1 
3.8 - 3.3 4.2 
2.3 - 2.3 2.3 
11.2 - 10.9 11.5 
6.8 - 6.6 7.1 
4.2 - 3.8 4o6 
4.6 - 4.1 5.2 
4.6 - 4.0 5.3 
9.3 - 8.0 10.7 
5.3 - 4.3 6.3 
10.5 - 8.7 12.6 
6.0 - 6.9 5.2 
3.0 - 3.4 2.6 
5.5 - 6.1 5.0 
2.9 - 3.2 2.6 
2.2 - 2.4 2.0 
2.9 - 3.1 2.8 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 






















































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [l]j ' , x 10 
FOR < M > > -<^~y 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
5.3 - 5.3 5.3 
10.1 - 9.9 10.3 
2.4 - 2.3 2.5 
0.5 - - 0.5 
0.5 - - 0.5 
0.9 - 1.0 0.8 
1.8 - 2.1 1.6 
2.2 - 2.4 2.1 
5.0 - 5.4 4.7 
2.7 - 2.8 2.5 
9.4 - 9.7 9.2 
11.3 - 11.6 11.1 
8.7 - 8.1 9.4 
10.2 - 9.4 11.1 
3.1 - 2.7 3.4 
5.2 - 4.6 5.9 
2.6 - 2.3 3.0 
2.4 - 2.0 2.8 
1.2 - 1.0 1.4 
0.5 - 0.6 0.5 
1.7 - 1.7 1.7 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 




















































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ r ] j " x 10 
FOR </*>> : < / "*> 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
6.5 - 6.4 6.7 
14.4 - 13.9 15.0 
7.8 - 7.1 8.5 
1.4 - 1.2 1.6 
7.2 - 6.2 8.3 
3.6 - 3.1 4.1 
8.2 - 6.7 9.8 
4.1 - 3.4 4.9 
0.5 - - 0.6 
7.7 - 6.1 9.6 
3.9 - 3.0 4.8 
1.9 - 2.3 1.6 
3.8 - 4.5 3.1 
2.2 - 2.5 1.9 
4.4 - 5.0 3.7 
0.5 - 0.6 0.5 
1.8 - 2.0 1.6 
4.3 - 4.8 3.9 
5.2 - 5.4 5.0 
10.7 - 10.7 10.8 
5.4 - 5.3 5.5 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 
Branch J",, J ' , ^(cm"1) 
T r 
5_3 4_1 82019.6 
5_4 4Q 2058.2 









































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j , x 10 
FOR < ^ > : < / J * > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
1.7 - 1.6 1.7 
0.8 - 0.7 0.9 
0.8 - 0.8 0.9 
0.9 - 1.1 0.8 
0.5 - 0.5 
2.6 - 2.9 2.3 
1.3 - 1.5 1.2 
4.7 - 5.1 4.3 
4.6 - 4.9 4.2 
3.0 - 3.1 2.8 
3.4 - 3.5 3.2 
3 . *T \j . %) \j . O 
4.7 - 4.3 5.1 
3.1 - 2.8 3.4 
2.7 - 2.4 3.0 
5.3 - 4.6 5.9 
5.3 - 4.6 6.0 
1.6 - 1.3 1.9 
3.2 - 2.7 3.8 
0.7 - 0.5 0.8 
1.3 - 1.0 1.6 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 




















































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [l]jl x 10 
FOR </^>>: < > * > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-I 
1.0 - 1.0 1.0 
4.1 - 4.0 4.2 
13.2 - 12.8 13.6 
6.9 - 6.7 7.2 
3.5 - 3.3 3.8 
2.7 - 2.3 3.1 
1.7 - 1.4 1.9 
5.1 - 4.3 5.9 
3.0 - 2.4 3.6 
6.1 - 4.9 7.3 
2.8 - 2.2 3.5 
5.7 - 4.4 7.1 
2.3 - 1.7 3.0 
4.6 - 3.4 6.0 
2.6 - 3.1 2.1 
1.3 - 1.6 1.1 
2.0 - 2.4 1.5 
1.0 - 1.2 0.8 
2.9 - 3.3 2.5 
1.5 - 1.7 1.3 
2.1 - 2.3 1.8 
1.5 - 1.7 1.4 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 






























































































V . 4 
RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j " x 10 
FOR < ^ > > -</^x> 
1:0 0:1 1:1 ! : - ! 
2.2 - 2.3 2.2 
5.0 - 4.9 5.0 
10.2 - 10.0 10.3 
3.8 - 3.8 3.9 
1.1 - 1.0 1.2 
0.5 - - 0.5 
0.6 - 0.7 0.5 
1.2 - 1.4 1.0 
1.3 - 1.5 1.2 
2.8 - 3.0 2.5 
1.8 - 1.9 1.6 
2.1 - 2.2 1.9 
4.4 - 4.7 4.2 
6.0 - 6.2 5.7 
8.5 - 8.7 8.2 
7.0 - 6.3 7.6 
4.8 - 4.3 5.4 
4.2 - 3.7 4.7 
2.0 - 1.8 2.3 
2.2 - 1.9 2.6 
3.0 - 2.5 3.5 
APPX. V TABL 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 





















































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ i ] , X 10 
FOR < / ^ > : < > * > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1 : - l 
1.5 - 1.3 1.8 
1.7 - 1.3 2.0 
0.8 - 0.7 1.0 
0.6 - 0.5 0.8 
0.6 - 0.6 0.5 
2.2 - 2.1 2.2 
6.0 - 5.8 6.2 
12.2 - 11.8 12.7 
6.1 - 5.7 6.5 
3.9 - 3.4 4.4 
1.6 - 1.3 1.9 
4.0 - 3.3 4.8 
0.5 - - 0.5 
2.1 - 1.7 2.5 
0.5 - - 0.6 
3.9 - 3.0 4.9 
2.0 - 1.5 2.5 
3.2 - 2.3 4.2 
1.6 - 1.2 2.1 
1.2 - 0.8 1.5 
2.3 - 1.6 3.1 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 
























































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j " x 10 
FOR </-<>> * < > * > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1 : - l 
0.8 - 1.1 0.6 
0.6 - 0.8 0.5 
1.3 - 1.6 1.0 
0.8 - 1.0 0.7 
1.7 - 2.0 1.4 
0.5 - 0.6 
0.9 - 1.0 0.7 
1.9 - 2.2 1.6 
2.1 - 2.3 1.9 
3.7 - 3.8 3.6 
1.8 - 1.8 1.9 
8.5 - 8.4 8.6 
4.3 - 4.3 4.4 
0.6 - 0.6 0.6 
0.8 - 0.7 0.8 
0.5 - - 0.5 
0.5 - 0.6 
1.2 - 1.4 1.0 
0.6 - 0.7 0.5 
2.3 - 2.5 2.0 
2.5 - 2.7 2.2 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 


































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ f j j " X 10 
FOR 0 ^ > : < > * > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1 : - l 
1.3 - 1.4 1.1 
3.2 - 3.4 2.9 
1.4 - 1.5 1.3 
2.6 - 2.7 2.5 
2.9 - 3.0 2.7 
2.2 - 2.0 2.5 
1.9 - 1.7 2.2 
1.4 - 1.2 1.6 
3.4 - 2.9 3.9 
2.9 - 2.5 3.4 
1.2 - 1.0 1.4 
2.5 - 2.1 3.0 
0.7 - 0.6 0.9 
1.5 - 1.2 1.9 
0.7 - 0.6 0.9 
1.1 - 1.1 1.1 
4.0 - 3.9 4.2 
9.9 - 9.6 10.2 
5.0 - 4.8 5.2 
2.5 - 2.3 2.7 
1.4 - 1.2 1.6 
APPX. V TA 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 













































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j " x 10 
FOR (M^y : < > * > 

























0.5 - 0.7 
0.8 - 1.0 0.6 
1.0 - 1.2 0.8 
0.5 - 0.6 
1.0 - 1.1 0.8 
0.6 - 0.7 0.5 
0.7 - 0.8 0.7 
1.4 - 1.5 1.4 
APPX. V 
IDENTIFICATION 
TABLE V.4 (Continued) 
Branch J " , 
T T 
-7 














-8 u -6 
>-3 ° - l 
FREQUENCY 






















i J " RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j " x 10 


































































APPX. V TA1 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 
Branch J"„ J^, V (cm-1) 
8 Q 8 2 82136.2 
8 8, 2138.6 







































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j " x 10 
FOR 0 > > . '<M*> 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
1.1 - 0.9 1.4 
0.6 - 0.5 0.7 
0.6 - 0.5 0.8 
0.5 - 0.5 0.5 
3.8 - 3.7 3.9 
7.6 - 7.4 0.8 
1.7 - 1.6 1.7 
3.8 - 3.5 4.0 
1.9 - 1.7 2.2 
1.5 - 1.2 1.8 
0.8 - 0.7 1.0 
0.5 - - 0.6 
1.5 - 1.2 1.9 
0.8 - 0.6 1.0 
1.3 - 0.9 1.7 
0.6 - 0.5 0.8 
0.9 - 0.6 1.2 
0.5 - - 0.6 
0.6 - - 0.8 
0.6 0.7 0.5 
APPX. V TA! 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 





































































































RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l ] j " x 10 
FOR < / ^ } > : <^*y 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
0.7 - 0.8 0.6 
1.0 - 1.0 0.9 
2.2 - 2.2 2.1 
1.1 - 1.2 1.1 
4.9 - 4.8 4.9 
2.5 - 2.4 2.5 
1.0 - 1.1 0.9 
0.7 - 0.8 0.6 
0.5 - 0.6 
1.4 - 1.5 1.2 
1.2 - 1.3 1.0 
0.9 - 1.0 0.9 
0.8 - 0.8 0.7 
1.2 - 1.3 1.2 
0.8 - 0.7 0.9 
0.7 - 0.6 0.8 
0.5 - - 0.6 
1.4 - 1.2 1.7 
1.2 - 1.0 1.4 
0.6 0.5 0.7 
APPX.V T 
IDENTIFICATION FREQUENCY 
Branch J„ J, V(cm ) 
X X 
g
 Q g . 82108.0 
-8 -6 
g_2 gQ 2124 .8 

















































-7 9 -7 
1 0
-6 9 -4 
1 0
-8 9 -6 
1 0
-9 9 -9 
1 0







RELATIVE INTENSITY [ l } J j , x 10 
FOR < ^ >
 : < ^ > 
1:0 0:1 1:1 1 : - l 
~w—' — * ' * * 
1.2 - 1.0 1.5 
0.8 - 0.6 1.0 
0.5 - - 0.6 
0.8 - 0.8 0.8 
5.5 - 5.3 5.7 
2.7 - 2.6 2.8 
2 .5 - 2 .4 2 .6 
1.3 - 1.3 1.4 
0.7 - 0.6 0.7 
0.9 - 0.7 1.1 
0.5 - - 0.6 
0.9 - 0.7 1.1 
0.7 - 0.5 1.0 
0.5 - - 0.7 
0.7 - 0.8 0.7 
0.7 - 0.7 0.7 
1.6 - 1 .6 1.6 
1.7 - 1.7 1.7 





Branch J„ J , 
x x 
TABLE V.4(Cont inued) 
FREQUENCY 
V(cm~ ) 
33". RELATIVE INTENSITYtl]jixlO 
F0R
 < / " > > : < > * > 
1 :0 0:1 1:1 1:-1 
1°-81 0-10 
i o 0 i o _ 2 
l ° - 6 1 0 - 8 
io_ 2 i o_ 4 
l ° - 4 1 0 - 6 
l ° - 6 1 0 - 4 
l °_4 l °_2 
l ° - 8 1 0 - 6 
l-°1010-8 
l o - g 1 1 - ! ! 
^ I O ^ - I O 
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